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NOW WHAT?
Good morning! And congratulations! You’ve co-authored this document in the last two
days.
Now it’s time to read and review -- especially the parts that you’ve not seen or participated
in. Then, please use the form below to identify those issues that you think are most
important -- and deserve the most immediate attention, resources and action.
Just write, in rank order, your top seven issues. All the issues have been numbered to make
this easy. Then consider how you will allocate your scarce sticky-dot votes. When your
“ballot” is complete, we’ll give you a sheet of dots, and cast your votes.
Vote for the ideas (content) -- not the quality of the write-up. There will be plenty of time
later to work out the details.
Voting will finish by 9am, or soon after. Then we’ll take spend some time reviewing the
results and considering connections between issues.

Issue Number

How Many Dots to Give? (of 16 total)

Most Important:
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
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Invitation to the USAID/Indonesia
Country Development Cooperation Strategy
Future of Indonesia:
Development Opportunities & Challenges
October 31 - November 1
7:30 AM – 4:00 PM
Crowne Plaza
Gatot Subroto Kav. 2-3
Jakarta
USAID/Indonesia invites you to participate in brainstorming for USAID’s (United States
Agency for International Development’s) new development strategy for Indonesia. The
Country Development Cooperation Strategy, or CDCS, will be shaped in partnership with the
Government of Indonesia, civil society organizations, private sector, universities, think
tanks, and other U.S. Government agencies.
You are invited to share your thoughts, opinions, and recommendations, and to help us
brainstorm opportunities for USAID/Indonesia to advance development goals over the next
five to 20 years. Help us identify the priorities, issues, and challenges that we need to focus
on.
Discussions will be held in both English and Indonesian, and the strategy session will be
facilitated in a collaborative, open manner (using a process called Open Space Technology).
Open Space Technology is a way to enable a large group of people to create inspired,
productive meetings, where participants create and manage their own agenda focused on a
central theme of strategic importance. Some of the questions we will be asking you to help
us with include:
•
•
•
•

Where do we want to see Indonesia’s development to be in 10 years?
What should USAID’s role be in Indonesia’s development?
How can USAID complement our partners’ priorities and approaches?
What do we need to do to get there?

Your ideas and opinions are important to us. Please help us think through these hard
questions and shape the future of USAID/Indonesia’s strategy and programs.
There is no seating limit for the CDCS launch, and we welcome your recommendations for
other strategic thinkers who will help deepen and broaden our discussion.
Please RSVP to USAID at CDCS@usaid.gov.
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Undangan USAID/Indonesia
Strategi Kerjasama Pembangunan Amerika Serikat dan Indonesia
Indonesia di Masa Depan:
Peluang & Tantangan Pembangunan
31 Oktober - 1 November 07.30 – 16.00
Crowne Plaza Gatot Subroto Kav. 2-3 Jakarta
USAID / Indonesia mengundang bapak/ibu untuk berpartisipasi dalam curah pendapat
yang akan membahas strategi bantuan pembangunan terbaru USAID (Badan Pembangunan
International Amerika Serikat) di Indonesia. Strategi Kerjasama Pembangunan Amerika
Serikat dan Indonesia atau CDCS akan disusun bekerjasama dengan Pemerintah Indonesia,
organisasi masyarakat sipil, sektor swasta, universitas, para cendekia, serta wakil dari
beberapa Badan Pemerintah AS lainnya.
Kami mengundang Anda untuk berbagi pikiran, pendapat, dan rekomendasi, serta
melakukan curah pendapat tentang peluang USAID untuk mencapai tujuan pembangunan
Indonesia selama lima sampai 20 tahun ke depan. Kontribusi anda membantu kami untuk
mengidentifikasi prioritas, masalah, dan tantangan yang harus menjadi fokus
USAID/Indonesia.
Diskusi akan dilakukan dalam Bahasa Inggris dan Bahasa Indonesia, dan sesi pembahasan
strategi akan difasilitasi dengan cara yang partisipatif dan terbuka (menggunakan proses
yang disebut Open Space Technology). Open Space Technology adalah metode untuk
mengaktifkan sekelompok besar orang agar mendapatkan inspirasi, menghasilkan
pertemuan yang produktif, di mana para peserta menyusun dan mengelola agenda secara
mandiri dengan fokus pada suatu tema utama yang mempunyai kepentingan strategis.
Beberapa pertanyaan yang akan kami ajukan adalah sebagai berikut:
•
•
•
•

Kemana seharusnya arah pembangunan Indonesia 10 tahun mendatang?
Peran apa yang seharusnya dilaksanakan oleh USAID dalam bidang pembangunan di
Indonesia?
Bagaimana USAID dapat melengkapi prioritas dan pendekatan pembangunan yang
dilakukan oleh mitra?
Apa yang perlu kita lakukan untuk mencapai tujuan tersebut?

Gagasan dan pendapat bapak/ibu sangat penting bagi kami. Kami berharap anda dapat
membantu kami menjawab pertanyaan yang tidak mudah dan membentuk masa depan
strategi dan program USAID / Indonesia dan program.
Tidak ada batasan tempat duduk untuk acara CDCS ini, dan kami menyambut baik
rekomendasi Anda untuk pemikir strategis lainnya yang akan membantu memperdalam
dan memperluas diskusi kita bersama.
Mohon konfirmasi kehadiran bapak/ibu kepada CDCS@usaid.gov.
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What Happened?
On October 31st, 2012, more than 190 people from USAID/Indonesia and a variety of allied
organizations gathered at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Jakarta, for a two-day launching of
their Country Development Cooperation Strategy (CDCS) process. They used an approach
called “Open Space Technology” (see www.michaelherman.com/ost), professionally
facilitated by BR2C (Jakarta) and Michael Herman Associates (Chicago, USA).
The group started with no more pre-set agenda than what is laid out in the invitation
letter(s) included in this report. Then, in their first hour, they raised 100 issues, large and
small, all related to the Future of Indonesia and how USAID can best support development
here in the next five years. On the second morning, another 20 issues were added. Over the
two days, they self-managed 60 working sessions, in large and small breakout groups,
documenting the most important learnings from each one.
All of the notes are included here for your review. They are full of passion and energy and
ideas, but they’re not always pretty. They are unedited working documents, captured by
the participants themselves, in the heat of high learning and active contributing, meant only
to enable the next round of conversation and analysis.
All of this output was reviewed, evaluated, and ranked on the following morning, by a group
of about 70 USAID staff participants. After combining similar and sequel topics, a quick dotvoting exercise suggested the relative importance of the various issues:
90
80
Dot Votes

70
60
50
40
30
20

0

#10,13,15,40,44
#9,14,37
#2,7,18,51
#55
#20,25
#5
#16,41
#49
#29
#36
#23
#56
#8
#32,43
#19
#6
#11
#48,58
#27,46
#45,52
#24
#35
#59
#60
#26
#34
#4
#30,31
#38
#42,50
#28,47
#1
#12
#39
#3
#17
#21
#22
#33
#53
#54
#57

10
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They also noted which issues were associated with the top dot-getters:
#10,13,15, 40,44 (governance):
8, 9, 11, 12, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 36, 37, 47, 43, 48, 58
#9,14,37 (basic needs: food, energy, water):
36, 19, 24, 29, 52, 48, 58, 8
#2,7,18,51 (environment):
36, 19, 29, 13, 39, 2, 15, 24, 43, 30, 33, 8, 60, 48, 58
#55 (process):
32, 39, 43, 29, 45, 57, 34, 12, 8, 48, 58, 4, 52, 47, 36, 28
#20,25 (health):
19, 9, 12, 11, 36, 53, 43, 52, 26, 42, 23, 33, 11, 22, 8, 48, 58
#5 (innovation, science, tech):
11, 22, 6, 36, 24, 52, 29, 48, 58, 8, 19
#16,41 (infectious diseases):
19, 9, 12, 11, 22, 29, 36, 39, 18, 51, 48, 58
#49 (workforce, priv-pub partnership):
3, 6, 9, 8, 11, 14, 18, 19, 36, 24, 32, 34, 29, 27, 37, 33, 48, 58, 46
These associations left the following issues unattached:
#1, 7, 17, 21, 26, 31, 35, 38, 41, 45, 50, 54, 56, 59
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TOPIC 1: How to Decrease Unemployment in Terms of
Number and Ratios Within Five Years
CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Rachmadi –
rgustrian@
hotmail.com

(A) Mushaddiq, (A) Zulkarnain, (E) Wijayanti

BREAK OUT:

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Causes:
lack of: a. information
b. education
c. skills
d. opportunities
e. government support
Macro & micro economic conditions
Jobs concentrated on certain areas
Corruption, collusion, nepotism
Impact:
Increase in crime level
Social chasm
Creates a gap between the rich and the poor
Suggested solutions:
Transmigration
Invite investors with legal certainty
Stimulus from the government
Develop micro businesses
Enforce and support koperasi
Develop skill-based training and schools
Build connections between stakeholders (university, professionals, investors,
government)
Create and develop certification program for professionals
Spread development evenly
Create a labor-intensive program
Support KPK to do more
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TOPIC 2: Eco-tourism Development (improved and sustainable
Conservation that USAID already worked on, to continue it for
tourism improvement)
CONVENER:
Johanna

BREAK OUT:
M 10.00-11.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Johanna Gardjito, Olivia A, Lissa L, Lucia Indrawati

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Improve infrastructure (road, transport, electricity, etc)

•

Government’s involvement (PERDA)

•

Improve education/people behavior and knowledge (how they care about environment,
how the money received from tourism to maintain the environment)

•

Law enforcement for environement

•

Spread out benefit of eco-tourism to people through the media
o

Good example: Bunaken, USAID already involved in this area

o

Unseccesfull example: Biak, Padaido Island where the community not be able to
understand the benefit they have from eco-tourism

•

Incorporate the eco-tourism into the marine’s portfolio ( under USAID’s environment
program)

•

Engage with the Ministry of Tourism. Local government work with them to develop and
put priority on specific geographic area

•

Compliment the current USAID program with eco-tourism (cross-cutting)
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TOPIC 3: The Strategic Role of Private Education Institution in
Providing Access to Indonesian Children.
CONVENER:
Agus (Kemdikbud)

BREAK OUT:
E (10.00 - 11.30)

PARTICIPANTS:
Yusniati, Vonny, Raya, Jalu and Mispan.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Private education institution provides education programs or fill the gaps which
government can’t do. (Pesantren, open schools, etc).

-

Should involve CSO in collecting data of out-of-school children.

-

Currently, education is being politicized. Education must be free from political interest.

-

International organization must provide support to private education institutions.

-

The importance of teachers’ role in developing the quality of education.

TOPIC 4: In What Way USAID Can Coordinate Its Activities with
Other Donors to Acomplish Its Objects Without Competing
With One Another but to Work Together Collectively?
CONVENER:
Wanda

BREAK OUT:
N 10.00-11.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Tethy (USAID), Herlina (USAID), Ikke (USAID), Dian (CCPHI), Nurfina
(URC), Amri (GOI), Nick Kaufman (USAID)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Brain storming with other donors to determine activities as they are developed

•

How does USAID personnel with equal control (if other donor’s program)

•

o

Report separately on USAID program

o

Monitoring and evaluating on USAID program

How would we brand?
o

•

•

Take the lead on donor coordination (if not us, who will do it?rotate
responsabilities)

How would the transfer of funds take place?
o

Choose geograohic are and program for that area

o

More cross sectional program for specific area

o

Build trust among key donor players

Same message, different branding
o

Develop language with all (PMPM, LCD, PSP)

o

Mapping of developement key-players in where their activities (down to district
level)

o

Shopping list of all donors activitie in Indonesia (down to district level)

o

Sectorial coordination has advantage for leverage the impacts

o

A policy on coordination of those key players in Indonesia (policy based on
research)

o

Enforcement of policy down to district level
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TOPIC 5: Innovation Through Science and Technology
CONVENER:

BREAK OUT:

PARTICIPANTS:
-

Ali Douraghy, Tim Buehser, Brook Ross, Irene Koek, Noel
Schroeder, Mary L., S. Arifin, S. Seiful, Aditya Utama, Jennifer
Wilson, Celly C., Hanif Saleh, Amri K.S., Elisa W., Isma H.F.
Nancy Fisher-Gormlen, B. Wisnu W., Bryan Dusza and John
H., DR. Dewi Motik Pramono.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Limited funding available for research.

-

Limited incentive for research.

-

International cooperation.

-

Gab and go science.

-

Why is GOI not investing more?

-

Experiencing growth in another sectors.

-

Private sector R&D low.

-

Basic, early grade mathematics and science: teacher training, science and
mathematics competitions.

-

GOI removing and integrating science (natural and social).

-

30,000 PhDs by 2030 goal.

-

Research and evidence based curriculum in schools (local knowledge).

-

GOI prioritization of STEM.

-

Learning benchmaks for new integrated curriculum.

-

Publishing research.
a. Print vs electronic
b. Journal quality
c. Incentive
d. Peer review
e. Dissemination
f.

International vs local

-

Innovation

-

National research priority setting: “Research Funding/Financing Issues”. There has
to be a project and it needs to be reported in one year cycle

-

IPR issues

-

University à Funded research

-

Diaspora scientists

-

Competing priorities or constraints on GOI

-

Job market, career path for ST education

-

Access to foreign technology: pro versus contra

-

Open source learning or certification
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-

Gender equality: salary and eduqation

-

Tax incentive for research activities

-

Private sector needs linked to higher education curriculum/skills

-

PPP chambers of commence

-

Skilled workforce. Development of skills locally or local markets

-

Bilateral project fund

-

Partner identification or part of global science and technology

-

Deployment of modern technology: oversight, interdiction, fisheries, logging and
wildlife

-

Information sharing access ministries

-

Lines of authorities or responsibility

-

Innovation: education, research, deploy, monitor, constraints and opportunities
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TOPIC 6: Financial Inclusion

BREAK OUT:
F 10:00 – 11:30

CONVENER:
Nagwa Kamal

PARTICIPANTS:
Resya Kania (Bappenas), Michael Joyce (TNP2K), Firmandhani
(Prudential Assurance), Michael Nehrbass, Brian Dusza, Rudy
Tomasoa, Maria C. Widiastuti, Elena Fanjul-Debnam (PSF), Budiman,
Melly S. Mulyati, Eka Wijayanti, Alex Soetanto, Peter Meyer, A.
Musaddiq, Onny M, Farid Maruf, adi.pradana@ukp.go.id, Christopher
Tan, melisa.go@ausaid.gov.au,

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Consumer protection; needs education

•

Don’t confuse need with demand—geographic nature more remote, more expensive

•

Infrastructure challenges

•

Role of OJK??

•

Pensions, insurance supervised microfinance?

•

Education to use services and to manage finances

•

Availability of products/services

•

GOI national financial inclusion strategy

•

Question: what is the best result for resources invested?

•

Micro-insurance with micro-loans

•

Regulation distorts markets/discourages demands

•

Need rational regulation tailored to banking, different regulations for insurance, for
microfinance, etc.

•

GOI ß socialization and public outreach à media and private sector

•

KUR—usually requires collateral (BRI)

•

Need consistency and logic in regulation

•

Financial literacy and demand. Need to build demand prior to education. Teach how to
plan

•

Sharia?

•

Privatization?

•

Big Q: not just tech, but do you have access to services where and when you need them?

•

Microfinance regulations drafted 12 years ago but still not approved

•

Payment streams: G2P, P2G and P2B à tool to generate financial inclusion and
generate efficiency and reduce leakage

•

Private sector role: ready and able to act

•

Not just opening bank accounts, need products and services to be used—assets built

•

Focus: scale

•

Social security

•

GOI cannot mandate financial inclusion—need incentives with education, socialization

•

Public sector: willing, but takes time
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•

No credit bureau

•

PNPM: revolving funds, has challenges but are widespread

•

Financial literacyàavoid over indebtedness

•

Technology: enables reach and efficiency

•

Financial cooperatives: - some strong ones
- different reguator

•

Agents for more than one channel à scale e.g. share ATMs

•

Incentives: government and private

•

Pilots vs scale

•

GOI use infrastructure and work with private institution to move faster e.g. Pos & Bank
Mandiri

•

Subsidize until you understand market—limited time

•

Barrier to market entry high, so subsidize/incentivize

•

Serving micro loan market: not cheap, slim profits

•

DCA guarantees (?) private sector working group à inform GOI with regular meetings

•

Access to finance still a barrier to micro and SMES
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TOPIC 7: Why Do So Many People Dislike Indonesia’s Palm
Oil?
CONVENER:
Lalang Buana

BREAK OUT:
E 10.00 - 11.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Jeremiah, Lalang Buana, Ben, Dave Flessen, Rendy, Elisa and Adi.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
- Palm oil business must concern more about environmental issues such as: global
warming, plant in peat soil, deforestation and tropical forestry.
-

Swap the palm oil company concession that indicate HCV (High Conservation Value)
into degraded land that government own, but we must consider about the size of the
land and the carbon stock.

-

Palm oil industry already developed sustainable technology in term of business
operation, like: metal capture produce electricity.

-

The bad thing is even though palm oil company already did sustainable business,
they still get bad image from the past activity.

-

Palm oil company can produce electricity and sell it through PLN and get profit from
that activity.
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TOPIC 8: Development USAID + Papua?
CONVENER:
Diah, Zeric, Rachel

BREAK OUT:
10.00 – 11.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Bart Thanhauser (Peace Corps Volunteer), Prescott Chow (Clinton
Health Access Initiative), Rachel Cintron (USAID), Irche Harawati
(USAID), Anna Juliastuti (USAID), Luthfi Ashari (USAID), Ester
(USAID), Ketty, Jacky Hendrawan (USAID), Dondy Sentja (USAID),
Peter Guest (WFP), Kishori Kedlaya (USAW), Ruly Sandra (HRRCA),
Yuyun Wahyuningrum (HRWG), Kathy Tin (USAID), Angela Staifer
(IOM), Amanda Hercusen (USDID), Nirarta Sawadhi (UKP4)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
What are your interests in Papua?
•

How can we do local capacity development in Papua

•

Food security, education, hygiene issues

•

Labor migration to Papua for commercial interests. Social indicators and
integration/interaction g/w communities and issues like HIV/AIDS

•

Small/medium enterprise development opportunity for women in Papua

•

Scholarship opportunity

•

Health system strengthening and working decentralized environment in Papua

•

Unique environment in Papua

•

Development versus humanitarian assistance versus “conflict” approach – how is it
different?

•

How law enforcement works – judiciary, discrimination and human rights issues

•

Need to build capacity in this area with law enforcement

•

Papua’s importance to global/regional biodiversity and how to protect that

•

Working against/not with corruption

•

Linking community-based organizations with government e.g. for education

•

“Lots of money in Papua” – and large natural resource base. How to work with this?
Resource Curse Global Demand for Resources - Leverage? Augment? Is it true?

•

“Khusus” – what are the special needs and how do we address people’s
empowerment

•

donors work with small number of same organizations – how can we expand the
participation?

•

How do we “teach” government to not be afraid that donors work in Papua?

•

“Sensitive” nature of Papua

•

Local government mandates and existing resources – how do we build on these
realities?

•

Should USAID have a “special geographic focus” on Papua – what is USAID’s
comparative advantage?

•

What are pilots or models that work in the Papuan context?

•

Need to go deeper than humanitarian assistance to development at same level
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What are pro/con of having USAID strategy for Papua?
•

GOI relationship issues (con)

•

Geographic focus with flexibility could adopt to changing scenario (pro)

•

HSS (Health System Strengthening) is a pilot but may be applied throughout
Indonesia, if it can work there…

•

See examples of special area work like Mindanao in Philippines (pro)

•

Papua has some of worst indicators in Indonesia (pro)

•

What is ability to regional government as service provider?

•

Need more “Papua Input” into what we do

•

Who are local agencies that can work there?
-

GOI that has mandate to work there

-

Bappenas

•

“unit for acceleration of development in Papua” established by President and
working across ministries – USAID should work through their “UP4B”

•

do we work at national level on Papua? Or at provincial and district levels?

•

Can we address Papua as a part of “regional”: “Pacific hub” (tourism/economic
growth), Morotai (as trade hub), “Irian Jaya”, Maluku and Pacific Islands.

•

Papua as part of ASEAN/Pacific hub/Morotai trade fora.

•

Where does collaboration and integration work or not work? – where it makes
sense

•

Local Papua government does not (yet?) have strong buy into UP4B. is not working
like BRR in Aceh.

•

“Strategy” is a public statement. Should USAID activities in Papua fall under
“Indonesia” strategy as a whole? More “under the radar” – not taking political side

•

Difficulties of implementing a multi-sectoral strategy

•

What do local communities want? Need to have more consultation – SERASI did
some of this.
-

•

Important to fully understand and consult broadly before going in to not “do harm”
-

•

Go in with eyes wide open

What is working already? Start from there and link it up to higher levels (scale).
Urban versus rural areas may be different
-

•

Many “local” voices, but donors need to consider as much of this as possible

Who is working well

Aceh example: USAID helped build trust g/w Aceh+Jakarta with community
consultations – listening and acting. Short-term. Good local buy-in and
understanding

Ed-note: this was largely OFDA funding.
-

Could same approach be with other funding?

Attention: to sustainability of local capacity development
-

E.g. movement of people

-

This was not a problem in Aceh
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•

Need for a lot of resources and effort to do it right. It’s not “business as usual”

•

Sentiment of “subnationalism” is stronger in Papua than sense of nationalism

1. Missionaries are the longest-serving and most integrated “development”
organization in Papua
2. Local government should be impartial
3. Local organizations/CSO
•

At what level do we work? (a key question)

Summary
•

General agreement to work in Papua

•

Need to still consider many factors
- Resources
-

Politics

-

What level to work at (international, province, subnational, “local”)

Approach may be different from other areas of Indonesia
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TOPIC 9: How to Integrate Food Production, Water
Management, and Energy Production to Improve Urban
Environments
CONVENER:
Marika Olson, Janice, Eric

BREAK OUT:
10.00-11.30 L

PARTICIPANTS:
Saptop Sakhi ( Sinar Mas Forestry), Jona Hai John Thurow,
Trigeany, Hundarti, Eva N, Artha Camellia (USAID), Hester
Smidt, Rina Kusuma, Budhi Ulaen, Roma Manurunng, Patrick
C., Elisa W, Brandon Fenley, M. Handry, Anton, Sri
Probiyantono, Harlan H, Sheila R, Tom Alcedo (American Red
Cross), Reni Kartika, Rebecca (USAID), Rizki (USAID), Margaret
(USAID), Alex S, Irene (USAID)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Urban Strategy
o

Build up
§

Centralize (Transport’s infrastructure)

§

Work/life/shop (Mass transit)

o

Water/Sanitary – Waste management

o

Food transport

o

Education

o

Energy – what type

o

Shift focus – urban poor
§

•

•

Dense population à more people

o

Urban planning – is it new or does it compliment USAID or other donor
projects

o

Pollution (air, H2O, garbage)

Problems/Challenge
o

Disasters

o

Epidemics

o

Complex system required (don’t exist yet)

Other Programs
o

UNDP

o

Red Cross

o

Small Scale Infrastructure

o

DRR

o

Waste Management

o

Urban Planning Focus

o

Humanitarian Open Street map

o

USAID’s cap/focus for urban planning
§

RDMA has some staff used to have in Indonesia (1990s)

§

Would be major USAID refocus

§

ADB
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•

Difficulty: Operationalizing (Tech office interventions based around an urban strategy)

•

Indo-Centric
o

Access to healthcare

o

Poor-rich gap

o

Low existing infrastructure

o

Policy

o

•

Requires mapping who does what

§

Synchronize policies/requirements/regulations

GOI focusing on stopping urbanization
§

Reframe debate

§

Structure urbanization

§

Multiple megacities, not one super megacity

What would our objectives be?
o

Energy savings (DOW solar shingles, electricity subsidized heavily, enabling
environment)

o

Efficiency alt. tech (solar, wind, algal biofuel), household use, cooking fuels
à air pollution, health risk.

o

Long Term

o

o

o

•

§

§

Public transit/metro

§

Renewable E food

§

Urban planning

§

Disaster Risk Reduction (climate, urbanization)

§

Increase system resiliency

§

Continuity planning

Short Term
§

Waste management

§

Food sourcing

§

Policy

Education
§

Skilled work force, entrepreneurs, techs, Drs.

§

Environmental awareness

Jakarta
§

New governor has similar plans/support

§

UNDP does some but room for USAID

o

Social services – healthcare

o

Economics livelihoods

o

Infrastructures – service delivery

o

Target urban poor, not generic urban

Indonesia Implications
o

Major re-org of tech offices
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o

•

•

§

Rural versus urban, not tech bureaucracy

§

Integrated approach

Shift focus to urban production
§

Vertical farming, high intense, low space

§

GOI priority

§

MoA stated interest. BAPPENAS (?)

§

Small scale solar, wind, battery exchange (Tanzania)

Work With?
o

Badan Pertahanan Nasional. They have control at all levels)

o

City Planning offices

o

Public works

o

Ratify plan

o

Bappeda

o

Gov. Mayor, construction license

o

Private Sector

How to Measure Success? How to articulate objectives across tech sectors?
o

Why are we integrating?
§

Shared goals

§

Sustainability

§

DC indicators
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TOPIC 10: Tax Reform

BREAK OUT:
10.00-11.30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Johanna

Johanna Gardjito, Lissa Linkriwang, Lucia Indraswati, Nundarti, Eva
Napitupulu, Asuncion Juico, Bart Thanhauser (Peace Corps), Jenny
Tobing, Herlina

DISCUSSION NOTES:
1. How it will support economic growth and investment in Indonesia?
2. Transparency of the tax system and report
3. No law enforcement
4. A lot of corruption in Indonesia
No one interested with this topic because this topic is complicated.
The one who join this discussion group is people who concern about how important is this
topic are only four secretaries, two acquisition specialist, and one person from Peace Corps
who is a teacher and two project management assistants
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TOPIC 11: Institutional-base capacity building for healthier
and better nutrition of Indonesian people AND Looking at
institutional sustainability in a different way

BREAK OUT:
K 10:00 – 11:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Endang Achadi (FKM
UI), Rasika
Padmaperuma
(USAID), Mussee
Bateman (USAID)

Irwanto (UI/Atmaaya), Endang Achadi (FKM-UI), Dedi Setiawan
(USAID), Taniawati Supali ( FK-UI), Henny Hariyani (USAID), Herayani
(USAID), Ferdi Hasnon (USAID), Martin Weber (WITO), Ibu Kirana
(Molt), Irene Koek (USAID), Rasika Padmaperuma, and many
others…USAID

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Capacity building can be dual trade, funding and other technical capacities

•

USAID funding in more project basis—it is a challenge

•

If the funding could be more broad base, where the funds could be used based on the needs
of each institution can be very useful

•

Current USAID funding is provided to more technical work

•

In the past USAID provided funding to improve technical capacities of the universities

•

There is a need for more institutions that deal with public health matters

•

There is a need to develop universities of the regional and province level (or strengthen the
current universities)

•

The forms of priority:
o

Funding should be linked to much more larger framework that links to other
stockholders

o

Create opportunities to take into other sources of funding

o

Obtaining funding through the central government is not a suitable model (G to G)
1. Technical assistance from USAID
2. Funding—from USAID

•

USAID has a better model in terms of:
1. Size of funding
2. Admin requirements

•

USAID will be able to assist with generating interaction between GOI, other donators,
private sectors à creating a sense of ownership is important in the content of public
universities

•

More work needs to be done to improve the capacity of public universities so that they can
connect with other universities in the region

•

Accountability is not an issue among public universities
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TOPIC 12: The MDG’s and Beyond in Indonesia

BREAK OUT:
D 11.30-13.00

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Nick Kaufman

Suhakri, Rachel Cintron, Blair King, Irene K, Rani M.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Questions: Should we align our strategy with the MDG’s ? Yes.
Issues:
•

What comes next will be similar

•

MDG’s are, and will remain, a high priority for GOI at both political level and line
ministry level

•

SBY is so-chair of the council of eminent persons on post MDG framework

•

GOI has new programs focused on promotion of MDG’s

•

MDG’s are on acceptable way to talk about sensitive inequality + distribution issues, and
a solid way to target resources

MDG’s
•

Do we want MDG’s language in our strategy? Yes.

•

But, what else is missing? What else beyond MDG’s needs to be addressed?
o

Government

o

Corruption

•

Can it be “MDG’s +”?

•

MDG’s helps us maintain clear focus on outcomes and results

•

There will be on unfinished agenda that need continued work

•

How to maintain our flexibility vis-a-vis global frameworks?

•

Continue making use of other development partners strategies

•

We need to use MDG report card to identify gaps, where to go next, un-met targets/goals

TOPIC 13: Lack of enforcement of (good) policies, laws,
regulations = common theme across sectors
CONVENER:
Blair King

BREAK OUT:
10.00 – 11.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Micored (USAID/health), Tony and Yusak (USAID/Environment),
Iwan (TFOA KEHATI/CSO), Jenny (DC), Markus Bonorianto (JICA),
Agastya (Puskapa-UI), Erlisa Adelman, Laurel MacLaren, Lorry
Gauber, Remy Rahadian (USAID), Nick Kaufman (USAID).

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
A common theme across sectors is:
Lack of enforcement/implementation of (good) policies, laws, regulations, etc.
How can USAID address this?
Why is enforcement/implementation a problem?
•

Poor communication/”socialization”

•

Too frequent policy change

•

Poor policy coordination

•

Lack/too much overlapping, conflicting performance monitoring

•

Political parties/elections

•

Poorly functioning accountability

•

Weak incentive structure

•

Lack of political will/leadership

•

Gap between formal institutions and informal processes

•

Corruption (decisions/actions can be bought)

•

Civil society/media: very active and free but still somewhat fragmented and lacks
sustainability (also media ethics)

•

Lack of rule of law
-

-

Vague legal drafting
§

Too many cooks?

§

Done on purpose to facilitate corruption

§

Drafting done to serve narrow vested interest (“pesanan”)

Incomplete regulatory framework
§

•

Lack of capacity of civil servants

Not enough cooks? (lack of broader consultative process leads to lack of
ownership à unwillingness to implement)

Decentralization
-

Service delivery authority

-

Multiple budget streams

-

Weak social accountability

-

Local governments more focused on revenue generation than service delivery

What can USAID do?
•

Moral/ethical education

•

Focus on quality of outcomes

•

Civil society strengthening
-

Sustainability?
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§

Foster culture of philanthrophy?

§

GOI funding for civil society?

§

Civil society incubators

§

Entrepreneurship/income generations

§

Infrastructure for non-profits

§

Grassroots constituent support

§

Cross-CSO learning

•

Focus on governance with in sectoral programming

•

Strengthen oversight and monitoring institutions
-

IGs within ministries

-

BPK

-

BAWASDA (provincial)

-

BPKP

•

Strengthening role of provincial government

•

Negative conditionally of assistance (“tougher love”)

•

Positive conditionality (“Incentives”) for assistance – à la MCC? (need evaluation)

•

Justice sector reform
-

But where are we now? (stocktaking exercise needed – currently at stagnation
point?)

•

Bureauratic reform

•

Cross-sectoral internal coordination (within USAID mission)

•

Evidence-based decision–making
-

•

AusAID/world bank/DFID political economic analyses

Technical assistance investments not just in policy formulation, but also
implementation
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TOPIC 14: Indonesia is the Middle East of Renewable
Underdeveloped Energy, Technology Especially in Clean
Energy, Alternative Energy in Isolated Areas.
CONVENER:
Dewi Pranawa, Ping
and Micko.

BREAK OUT:
I 10.00 - 11.30

PARTICIPANTS: Dewi Prawana, Ping, Adam Jung, Retno
Setianingsih, Aurelia Micko, Edi Setianto and Michael Joyce.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
- Growing energy demand/double of economy 15-20 hours.
-

Limited oil and gas resources à switching to dirty coal.

-

Enormous renewable energy resources (biomass, biofuels, sea/ocean, geothermal
and solar).

-

SE Asia loosing “energy competitiveness” in terms of market development (sector
structure is perceived as a barrier).
a. Removing barriers (regulatory, technology, human resource, financial, market
signal and political will.)
b. Targeting renewable strategy instead.

-

Renewable/clean energy.

-

Science and technology transfer for clean renewable energy.

-

Distributed generation.

-

Think thanks: policy analysis, planning, implications (on different sections, different
policies, etc), connections b/e different sectors (ag&energy –biofuels), policy impact
announcement and integration with (e.g. green development, cc emission vcd
policies ag planning).

-

Privatization!! Big/huge political issue!!! How to privatize, way forward, road ma,
roley soc (stale-owned companies, transmission, distribution, etc.

-

What are we/Indonesia trying to achieve?
a. More efficient sector/economic efficiency!!!
b. Full coverage.
c. Sector self-sustaining.
d. Independent from government intervention and funding (able to attract private
investment).

-

Meeting the vcal future demand unconstained by subsidy.

-

Solutions with USAID assistance (China and US joint center).
a. Technology transfer (research development): underlying issue technology with
private sector (US) but energy dvelopment in Indonesia with GOI/PLN/Pertamina
b. Oil and gas.
c. Solar.
d. Second generation biofuels.
e. Shell gas.
f. Geothermal.
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-

Human resource development (e.g. joint undergraduate programs (research).

-

USAID could help commercialize available technologies.

-

Work with in current policy environmental USAID trying to change policy directly is
futile, indirectly we can build HR and help foster commercialization.

-

Competitive economy based on natural resources.

-

Energy alternative especially for isolated area, biodiversity.

-

Devolution of power roles and responsibilities.
a. Local government.
b. Local stale owned companies.
c. Provincial/state owned companies (utility operation current).
d. DPR
e. Private sector at different levels.

-

No consensus on where we/Indonesia want to be in this sector 10-20 years from
now. Roadmapping sustainable energy supply. PLN longterm plan does/does not
answer the long term needs of the country. Mineral and energy plan, mid term
development plan.
Definitions: energy security, energy mix.

-

Where will the emission reductions 25% (in 2025) come from?

-

Test cases for innovation: small distributions grids, etc.

-

Human research development: maybe a good place for US to invest.
a. e.g. geothermal (US technology/clean advantage)
à assuming static overall system (pricing subsidy, SOE dominate the system), no
political will for drastic Δ, cheap electricity stifling innovation and efficiency and Δ.
b. Workforce planning.
Building awareness through analysis. Think thank.

-

Innovation at district level.
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TOPIC 15: I am Sick of Corruption!

CONVENER:

BREAK OUT:
I 11.30-13.00

PARTICIPANTS: Tethy (USAID), Anita Holidaja (USAID), Hamit
Saleh (USAID), Remy Rahadian (USAID), Deni Kartika (USAID),
Rizki Atina (USAID), Rebecca Renanintyas (USAID), Ferdi Hasnoui
(USAID), Dedy Setiawan, Maggy Horhoruw, Ketty, Dondy Sentya,
Dias Januarti, Ratna Kurniawati, Rasika Padma
Jenni, Luthfi, Michael N, Elisa Walton.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Corruption still relevant 5-10 years later in Indonesia

•

Why?
o

Financial Accountability

o

Procurement system? IPW?

o

Strengthening KPK à blacklist system, social sanctions

•

Campaign against corruption

•

Reform bureaucracy

•

Lack of enforcement

Corruption by necessity
Positive incentives
Combating corruption

-

-

-

-

•

Long process

•

Mapping (short, medium, long) strategy

•

Central vs local

Political
o

Identify champion at local level

o

Promoting leadership

o

Promoting best practices towards corruptions

o

Be focus on what kind of corruption want to deal with

Core Ethics
o

Ombudsman à establishing

o

Code of conduct ethics (integrated) apply to all ministries/agencies

RoL
o

Passion is needed on the reform

o

Stakeholders engagement

o

Concrete action

Link USAID program with
o

National Strategies à public education on anti corruption
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o

Strunas PK of GOI

-

Strengthen KPK’s investigators

-

Nat budget for KPK

-

Nat complaint holding agency à Ombudsman

-

Strengthen KPK’s capacity
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TOPIC 16: How do we strengthen Indonesia preparedness to
respond to Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs)/Zoonoses
CONVENER:
Elly Sawitry (FAO)

BREAK OUT:
F 11.30 – 13.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Artha Camelia (USAID), Vonny (USAID), Bambang H (USAID),
Melly S. Mulyadi, Elisa Adelran (USAID), Sylvia (USAID), Eka
(USAID), Lalang Buana (USAID), Angel (USAID), Irma Martam
(Yayasan Pulih), Ria (AID)

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
EIDs/Zoonoses (diseases control)
§
§
§

Capacity building
One health approach
Sustainability

Better functioning of existing (health) system
Challenge (1):
§
§
§
§
§

Indonesia is an endemic country for zoonotic diseases (AI, Anthrax, Rabies, etc)
Proximity between human and animals
Weak awareness of community
Limited resources (human, financial, institution)
Weak management of prevention and control of EIDs and zooneses

Challenge (2):
§
§
§
§

Weak cross-border surveillance
Weak coordination cross sectors central and local government
Limited understanding on issue (communities, media, etc)
Impact of economic growth, climate change, deforestation, mining, etc

Opportunities (1):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

System in place (MOH, MOA, MOF, MOIA)
Faculty of Medicine, Veterinary, Forestry, Research Centers
Country – Regional – Global Network (One Health, Indohun, Seahun, FAO, WHO, OIE
– other donor/international agencies)
Existing Coordinating Agency (Komnas Z)
Increasing number of NGOs/CSO involved in health and environment issues

What can we do (1):
1.
2.

Common understanding awareness and knowledge on EIDs/Zooneses
Strengthen government institutions:
§ Regulations
§ Law enforcement
§ Capacity to detect and respond
§ Commitment to sustain the activities (funding and human resources)
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§

Coordination between and within related institutions

What can we do (2):
3.
4.
5.
6.

Facilitate related Universities to produce graduates with One Health skills and
knowledge
Fostering development of research center and educational institutions related to
EIDs /Zooneses
Increase community involvement
Improve data/information sharing between different institutions Provide technical
support to strengthen existing system
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TOPIC 17: Vulnerability of Children and Child Protection

CONVENER:
Ester Manurung and
Agast

BREAK OUT:
C 11.30 – 13.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Igrwanto (UI – Atma Jaya), Jalu Cahyanto (USAID), Ikke and John
Lundine.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Children are vulnerable investment on children is worthed.

-

General stigma on vulnerable children: children with disabilities, lepra.
*Education system
What is vulnerability?
àAt risk for not receiving their visits.

-

What drives children to be vulnerable: Policies à institutions, lack of access of
health, lack of intesration of sercives (example: early childhood (nutrition, health,
cognitive and social skills) and education (only on education, not in holistic (health).

-

Nutrition services à stunting, cognitive
Integrated services on early childhood education (ECED). Concept of early
childhood:
àfragmented/sectoral (desentralization, only focus on education).

-

Lack of capacity
a. Int NGOS: “taking away” local NGOS human resource, give locals NGOS to learn.
b. Challenges: rules/regulations of USAID, partners INGO-local-academia-USAID
àmore grants/opportunities.

-

Lack of information information from donors.

-

Opportunities:
àWorking with Bappeda/local.
àUSAID to work more with local NGOS-sustainability.

-

Proposals/recommendations:
àChildren vulnerability –cross cutting – stating consideration of vulnerable
children/vulnerability.
àGlobal policy – general.
àIndividual contracts of USAID (advocacy to ratify optional protocol CRBD).

-

Cases: disability, no access to educational facilities/buildings. Not only USAID but no
such policy from GOI.

-

Lack of capacity/initiative to ratify optional protocol CRBD. (KONAS e.g. ) is still
limited.

-

Inclusive education efforts to be encouraged/supported à with MOEC (including
teacher educationand curriculum).
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-

Work with local Bappeda to prioritize integrative/holisticearly childhood.

-

Issues:
àGovernment regulationson inclusive education only recognize certain
disabilities issues.
àNo provisions for teachers to advance their career. (Hence reluctance among
teachers).
àLack of services bycommunity health centers for children with special needs.
àLack of capacity value to excesive cases received.
àUN (national exam) hinders model inclusive education to address
theinclusiveness of children with special needs.
àLack of socialization of regulation on inclusive education.
àPolicy “1% of employed people with disability are not implemental.

-

Recommendations:
àIntegration of c.p. into social policy (determine spesific action in this area:
mechanism of CCT, de-institutionalizationof children).
à286 training centers but very limited technical capacity (mismanagement).
àUSAID investment in education should support “public awareness” on children’s
vulnerabililty issues (inclusive training centers).
àPublic health services to provide/support physical/medical and diagnostic
rehabilitation of children with disability (including medical education).
àGeneral principal should include vulnerability of children as the cross cutting
issue to be addressed.

TOPIC 18: Appropriate Natural Resources Management
CONVENER:
Tony Djogo, Celly
Cathanina, Iwan

BREAK OUT:
N 11.30 – 13.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Adam Jung, John Hansen, Ben Wohlauer, Tony Djogo, Iwan, Dina
Ernawati, Ashley Netherton, Celly Cathanina, Aditya Utama,
Jeremiah Corew
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DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
Issues:
§

Redistricting?

§

Confusion between center and sub-national jurisdictions/civil society

§

Livelihoods

§

Conservation/exploitation

§

Policy surveillance /monitoring/oversight/law enforcement

Data: - lack of approp/relevant
-

lack of sharing

Communication: inter-agency, inter-donor, inter-USG
Incentivizing behavior change: corporate, government, community
Tenure/rights (marine/land, etc.) corruption/cronyism/graft/power
Weak capacity: CSOs, media, courts, GOI – respects for rule of law
Where do we see Indonesia in 10 years?
§

Surveillance and monitoring systems in place that ensure sustainable use/stop
illegal exports

§

All resources extracted in accordance with sustainable practices à eco labeling

§

No exports to markets that demand non-eco labeled resources

§

Best management practices in corporate, government, and CSO structures

§

Maximize economic benefit from sustainable management (optimal marginal
return) of resources (higher profitability, value-added, maximal sustainable yield
and value) – total manageable catch

§

Equitable sharing of benefits

§

All natural resources effectively managed:

§

§

-

Data collected and appropriately used

-

Registering/licensing government all stakeholders

-

Enforcement

-

Land tenure issues resolved

-

Plans (zoning/spatial plans) in place

-

Species conservation

Sustained eco system services
-

Long-term service benefit versus short-term gains

-

Market development

Becomes a donor/partner to USG

What is USAID’s comparative advantage:
•

Flexible programming and fast deployment (adaptability)

•

Off. budget program implementation ensures minimization of corruption
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•

Can take advantage of larger USG platform, to influence policy:
-

Diplomatic

-

Scientific

-

Judicial

-

Treasury/commerce

-

Universities

-

Exchanges

•

Drive for PPPs/GDAs integrating private sector and development objectives

•

Emphasis on local “ownership”: NGOs, CSOs – host country mechanisms

•

Strong focus on comprehensive approach toward long-term transformation

TOPIC 19: Disaster Risk Reduction and Development
Impacts
CONVENER:
Wisnu Widjaja (BNPB,
Disaster Management
Agency), Harlan Hale

BREAK OUT:
G 11.30-13.00

PARTICIPANTS: Yusak (USAID), Budy Ulaen (UNDP), Hester
Smidt (UNDP), Tour Alcedo (American Red Cross), B. Wisnu,
Sheila Roquitte (USAID Bangkok), Janice Lawrente, Jona Lai,
Rachmawati, Peter Guest (WFP), Andy Susan (USAID), Amanda
L (USAID), Angle Staiger (IOM), Jennifer Wilson
(USAID/USASEAN)
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DISCUSSION NOTES:
Disaster Risk Reduction and Development Impacts
•

Vulnerability

•

Resiliency

1. DRR
•

Big disaster events trigger better disaster management

•

Current: Disaster management centered on national government level 319,
local govs w/ DR offices, but at various org. Level focus on communities and
local government

•

How do disaster agencies coordinate with others vertical and horizontal

•

USAID’s role in promoting preparedness
• Cap building to tech ministries decrease risk before disaster

•

Education, simple risk training, stop/drop/roll, family/kids to have plan to
find family, safe place, resources
• Red Cross, PMI school program
• Family/ community plans, don’t go back/grid lock, have chosen
meeting place
• Information/PSA’s to keep increase awareness

•

Disaster strategies built into decentralization

•

Vulnerability
• Loss of life is decreased, loss of property increased
• Maps exist to predict future disasters/impacts

2. What could we do?
•

Information – ICT, info on preparedness (mainstream the concern, start
small), PSA’s before. After Warden/info system, spokesperson

•

Preparing : risk mapping. Know vulnerable areas before. Fix it can info from
BPS, share info among GOI, partners

•

Climate change adaptation: Ag weather forecasting. Crop/variety planning

•

Infrastructure – planning agency. C▲ framework.

•

Maintenance systems - Who keeps early warning system working?

•

Governance –make DRR a priority – part of GOI resilience strategy

•

Early warning systems

•

Culture of safety and risk management – behavior change

•

Development – underlying risk factors

•

Increase preparedness and response

•

Not just earthquakes and tsunamis but also floods, fires, mudslides

•

Availability of financial services insurance, disaster causes increases
recovery loans
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•

Targeted infrastructure investments

3. How USAID could support BNPB disaster problem
•

Capacity building for the training center in Sentul infrastructure is taking
place, curriculum is being developed

•

Recovery phase. After response. Incorporating DRR in the recovery phase,
minimize setback “build back better”

•

Land use planning and risk assessment consider: the decentralization
factor/local implementation

Natural hazard of disaster risk in the develop activities programs without in AID OFDA $
would not do far with Indonesian scale
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TOPIC 20: High Quality, appropriate, affordable health care
available to and demanded by all Indonesians

BREAK OUT:
D 10:00 – 11:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Jeff Muschell & Kendra
Chittenden

Gandy, Bambang H, Suhakri, Elly Sawitri, Anita Holidaja, Jurnalis
Uddin, Angeline, Eka Yosida, Ria, Ratna Kurniawati, Kirana
Pritasari, Martin Weber, Tati, Lissa, Zizi, Henky, Margaret, John
Londine, Irma Martam, Prescott Chow, Nick Kaufman

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues:
•

Quality health care

•

Chronicle disease prevention

•

We need more highly-skilled health workers

•

Skills-based clinical training is needed

•

Poor distribution of quality health care workers

•

How can we help Indonesia achieve universal access to affordable and appropriate
health care?

•

Increasing awareness and demand of household on health services
Challenges:

•

Lack of funding for health care
-

low proportion of budget

-

inefficiencies

•

Lack of access

•

Implementation of standards (many standards already exist)

•

Incentive structures for health workers

•

Bureaucratic barriers to accessing existing benefits

•

Health insurance, especially for the poor

•

Helping prepare health system for increased number of patients

•

Messaging/awareness/knowledge within education system including household level

•

Supply/distribution of health care workers

•

Demographic changes may burden urban vs. non-urban centers
Opportunities expectations about care à how do expectations drive demands?

•

Delays: - health-seeking behavior
-

Transport to health care

-

Patient-provider contact

•

Decentralization results in services that are variable

•

Management of services at district level
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•

Extended donor funding + coordination of external donors

•

Health is a priority of GOI

•

Health system (e.g. mobile services) is in place

•

Community level: interest & resource mobilization feasible
-

Increase the role of Civil Society Organizations

-

Long-standing programs and activities in place + acceptance (e.g. family planning)

-

Increase private sector involvement

•

Restrictions/policies prevent competition

•

Increase mobile services and capitalize on young generation willing to work
remotely/mobile

•

Focus on quality will improve health outcomes

•

Increase role of medical + public health schools in provinces/districts

•

Leverage: existing programs /projects moving towards goals (e.g. hospital
accreditation)

•

Availability of cadres at village level

•

Increased interest in, for example, improved drug quality on part of GOI
What can we do?

•

Knowledge transfer

•

Within Indonesia

-

Between US & Indonesia

-

Multilateral

Post-MDG Goals?
-

•

-

Global strategy for zero preventable maternal & child mortality
Education:
1.

Awareness

à Primary

2.

Behavior/Lifestyle? à and secondary education

•

Focus on regulatory framework and professional self-regulation

•

Accreditation

•

Research (Academia, public surveys, operations research)

•

Taking existing information and analyses forward (decision-making & resource
allocation)

•

How to operationalize universal health coverage

•

District management to improve systems

•

Strengthen existing systems

•

Facilitate private sector to support health system strengthening (at district level)

•

Raise health budget? (For district level pilot projects/models à collect evidence
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•

Assist scale-up of successful programs/approaches

•

Improve health spending/efficiency

•

Performance-based funding allocations

•

Increase civil society’s role to improve health care

•

Incentives for corporate sector to take on corporate sector responsibility programs à
tax breaks, funding allocations, performance-based?

•

Transport: improve referral system and streamline travel for ‘complete’ needed services

•

Strength Desa Siaga, PKK, and midwife associations

•

Increase support to medical facilities

•

Capacity building

•

Increase patients’ rights, awareness and expectations

•

Strength monitoring of system à increase accountability

•

Supply managements, including ambulances, facilities, etc.

•

Empower “consumer” demand/supply to improve services
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TOPIC 21: Education in Less-Developed Areas How to Get It
Up to Par

CONVENER:
Srisetiowati Seiful
(Surya Institute)

BREAK OUT:
11.30 – 13.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Bart Thanhauser, Noel Schrosder, Patrick M. Compau and Mimy
Santika.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
There is a huge disparity in quality between teachers from/educated in Java vs. those
outsideof Java.
In less developed/remote areas it is even worse: either teachers are absent most of the time
(maybe because economic reasons)or the distance to be travelled by students from home
to school is too far (4-6 hours walk, etc).
Some private organizations, like Sampoerna Foundation and also Surya Institute, have been
conducting both teachers’ education (undergraduate) programs and teachers’ training
programs, which also cover teachers in less developed areas.
But trying to change the paradigm in teaching methods is a very long process.
There is very low incentive for people to embrace the teaching profession. There is even
less incentive for people to learn to read, write and count when economic needs are more
pressing.
What probably needs to be done:
-

Access the actual situation in the less developed regions (government data may not
necessarily be accurate) as much as we know what the problems are in general.

-

Prioritize what needs to be done in each area, to be able catch up with more
developed areas (and prioritize areas too).

-

Attempt to establish and secure local government support (at least) so any program
offered can be sustainable. If possible, central government.

-

Find or create a program solution which is more or less integrated, attacking more
than one problem at a time (e.g: there are programs where a region produces biofuel, which in the end helps feed the people and provides clean energy
simultaneously).

-

Conduct joint cooperations between donor agencies probably (is it feasible) as
programs for remote areas tend to be hi-cost.

-

Increase teachers’ (content) competence (of existing resources) through (content)
training programs.

-

Suggest the mobilization of high-school students and the community to help teach
lower-elementary classes the basic Reading-Writing-Arithmetics skills. Funding
could be helped too by USAID.

-

Prefer to work through the Ministry for the Dulpt Acceleration od Less Developed
Areas (KDPT), who are more focused to these areas, although could possibly overlap
with the Ministry of Education.
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TOPIC 22: Advancing Program Learning and EvidenceBased Decision Making in Health Programs
CONVENER:
Massee Bateman

BREAK OUT:
K 11.30-13.00

PARTICIPANTS: Mildred (USAID), Jeff Muschell (USAID), S.
Anif (IPF), Prescott Chow (CHAI), Candy (USAID), Prelia,
Robin Nandy (UNICEF), Ravi Menon, Endang A (FKM-UI),
Nana F (USAID) work@prismapr.co.id

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

General comment: This topic should be holistic – not healthy only

•

Main Issues (to inform policies and programs decisions)
o Insufficient production of appropriate local (Indonesia) evidence

•

o

Insufficient use of existing global evidence

o

Insufficient use of local evidence where it exists

o

Wholesale adoption of WHO policies without a sufficient evidence
examination process locally

o

Inefficient dissemination of policies + program quittance to more local level

Responses
o

Need to improve the demand for and use of evidence (routine data) at every
level; national, provincial, and district

o

USAID could require a local university partner in every project (as AusAID
does) to address evidence-creation needs (may also engage private sector
that has capacity here)

o

At the outset an academic/expect/program – MOH dialogue is needed (a
must) to establish with policy and program clients
§

The priority questions to answer to inform policy and program
decision

§

The type (including scientific criteria) of evidence that is required to
answer the questions
•

Additional comments
o Private sector partners should who be engaged in
this first dialogue
o

The dialogue is best conserved by the GOI

o

Related to previsions topic on public health institution capacity building in
Indonesia, there is a need to build competitive public health resources
throughout Indonesia and programs to work with local universities

o

Additional comments (What is USAID’s role in evidence-based advocacy?)
§

Evidence needs may be broken down in
•

Evaluation of innovations/approaches

•

Planning at the district level with need to support a
consistence approach include provinces support; engage
local university

•

Reporting systems
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§

Many limitations of routine reporting and data thus produced well
noted – and what is available is not effectively used

§

Evaluations components of USAID projects need to generate
evidence of sufficient quality to support the desired policy or
program decision

§

Evaluation need to be expert and independent

§

How do you use evidence to inform the private sector of priorities
and opportunities? Such demand exists
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TOPIC 23: Adjusting The Health Care System to A
Decentralized Environments
CONVENER:
Millie

BREAK OUT:
C 14.00-15.30

PARTICIPANTS: Tethy (USAID), Ratna, Bambang H (USAID), Ria,
Tomy Djogo, Olivia, Chira, Anita, Artha, Verle, Melly, Remy R,
Johanna Gardjito, A. Zulkarnain, S. Arifi, Yoke Sudarbo, Bart
Thanhauser

DISCUSSION NOTES:
1. ISSUES
•

Cross Sectorial

•

Lack of communication and feedback

•

Distrust from Central à local govt

•

Central funding does not accommodate needs at local govt

•

National budget allocation for health is minimal

•

Human resource capacity unable to carry out planning based on data

•

Lack of valid data base to support planning and prioritized decision making

•

Implementation of standard and policy vary widely

•

SDM-adherence to standards

•

Province (role unclear, authority ignored)

•

Lack of control mechanism

•

Lack of independent role of Bawasda

•

Human resource
Ø Staffing problem in govt facilities

2. Opportunities
•

Bureaucracy reformation in Kemenkes

•

Existing system and policy

•

Accreditation of facilities

•

Budget allocation at Central and local govt

•

Increased awareness of CSO to advocate for improved services

3. What Can USAID do?
•

Increase local govt capacity to improve planning and budgeting process à
health

•

Strengthen provincial roles to disseminate standards and policies

•

Utilize ICT
Ø For mass communication
Ø Update medical needs and supplies
Ø Database
Ø Inventory control
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•

Improve monitoring and oversight through CSO and other available resource
in the district

•

Introduce performance monitoring system at district level

•

Develop independent monitoring system for local monitoring bodies
(Bawasda)

•

Support reformation of ministerial IG

•

Reform the structure of Kemenkes and Bawasda

•

Increase transparency and health procurement

•

Increase public monitoring and participation in H. Service delivery
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TOPIC 24: US-Indonesia Higher Education Partnerships and
Knowledge Networks

BREAK OUT:
H 11:30-1:00

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Brook Ross –
Indonesia Education
Partnerships, Tim
Buehrer – SEADI

Sapto Sakti (Sinar Mas Forestry), Rully Sandra (HRRCA), Tim
Buchser, Michael Nehrbass, Elena Fanjul-Debnam (PSF), Derrick
Brown, Mary Linehan, Margaret Sancho, Hafid Abbas

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Access for resources for partners between US & Indonesia

•

Access to broadband networks

•

Accessibility differences between universities in Java and outside Java

•

Transformation of communities through Center of Excellence

•

Targeting financial need segments for vocational and degrees
How do we set up knowledge networks?

•

•

Partnering with universities in community college model for vocational training
-

Leveraging Indonesia CC network

-

Community academies

Regional networks – how to intensify through partners
-

Public-private university tension in collaborative networks

•

Regulations – how does US model fit into Indonesia education model

•

Output of Indonesian universities to relevance to Indonesian industry

•

AMCHAM – “return to Indonesia” for Indo students and industry
Networks:

•

Need for geographic inclusion (beyond Jakarta and Java)

•

Need for changes in incentive system

•

Risk of networks too inward and not including new/ state of art ideas

•

Network—skills and needs should be appropriate for Indonesia’s challenges

•

Need to break through current constructs

•

Bring in private sectors and other stakeholders to co-develop appropriate models

•

Alumni networks/alternative funding mechanisms

•

Regionalism—can we network further with ASEAN universities?

•

English language issues

•

Need for alumni collaboration with universities to bring into mainstream à perhaps
can develop alumni donations

•

Are there incentives or restrictions?
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Community colleges in Indonesia
•

Political agenda—and need for proper assessments of district needs, (based on
scientific data)

•

Will these community colleges meet the needs of Indonesia?

•

How is community college actually designed?
o

Will this undermine or replace other existing local education? Or complement
other systems?

o

Including Islamic schools, ST (Sekolah Tinggi), etc.

•

Could support foreign industry requirement to hire within their local district

•

Risk that degrees are highly valued over skills training
o

•

Assessment needs to improve existing institutions

Need to be able to transfer credit between institutions (from D3 to S1) to open
accessibility
o

ASEAN university network—starting to develop credit transfer system

o

ASEAN university network model with credit transfer agreements between 17
ASEAN universities

Industry linkages to education
•

Institutions and workforce development
-

Relevant workforce to industry standards and needs of real Indonesian companies

-

Communicating skill needs to influence student degree selection

-

Forecasting needs of industry

-

Suggest developing “Center of Excellence” based on assessed and forecast relevant
needs

•

Paradox between private and public universities in Indonesia—suggestion to merge
many privates

•

Dialog at sectoral level between industry and higher education

•

Enhancing teaching techniques to further skills transfer à rapid changing needs

•

Accreditation—political interest may often influence process

•

Leverage models that work for replication across Indonesia

•

USAID should create many small mechanisms for co-founding new models of USIndonesia university partnerships
Industry linkages to education

•

•

Institutions and workforce development
-

Relevant workforce to industry standards and needs of real Indonesian companies

-

Communicating skill needs to influence student degree selection

-

Forecasting needs of industry

-

Suggest developing “Center of Excellence” based on assessed and forecast relevant
needs

Paradox between private and public universities in Indonesia—suggestion to merge
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many privates
•

Dialog at sectoral level between industry and higher education

•

Enhancing teaching techniques to further skills transfer à rapid changing needs

•

Accreditation—political interest may often influence process

•

Leverage models that work for replication across Indonesia

•

USAID should create many small mechanisms for co-founding new models of USIndonesia university partnerships
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TOPIC 25: Despite Being a G20 Country, Some of Indonesia’s
Public Health Indicators Are Among the Poorest in the
World.
CONVENER:
Robin Nandy
(UNICEF)

BREAK OUT:
E 14.00 – 15.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Massee Bateman (USAID), Wahyu Triwahyudi (Plan International)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Problem statement
Despite being a G20 country, Indonesia has:
•

The second highest number of open defecation in the world.

•

The fourth highest number of unvaccinated children in the world.

•

The fifth highest number of stunted children in the world.

•

The eighth highest number of child (under five) deaths in the world.

International development aid in the health sector has been declining over the last decade
with many traditional bilateral donors pulling out of the health sector. Funding channelled
through multilateral agencies (e.g., UN) and donors are also steadily declining.
These data are a stark reminder that there is a substantial unfinished agenda in the health
sector in Indonesia.
Indonesia specific factors that may directly or indirectly contribute to the stalled
progress
•

Decentralization:
-

Limited capacity at provincial and district level

-

Complex funding channels and decision making processes

-

Unclear stewardship role of the province over districts

•

Inequities: Major inequities exist across subnational geographical units

•

Rapid urbanization: 50% of Indonesia’s population is now urban. The urban poor
are a major category currently under recognized even in the equity agendas of
agencies.

How external assistance agencies, like USAID, position themselves in a MIC like
Indonesia.
•

Provide high quality, value added technical expertise.

•

Provide catalytic inputs in programme design, innovation, identification and
addressing of bottlenecks, etc.
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•

Support national and local level technical capacity: Ensure close links with local
government, local NGO/CBO’s and local academic institutes.

Strategic areas for USAID engagement going forward – some suggestions.
•

There is a substantial unfinished agenda as demonstrated by the data shown above
and USAID should continue to engage in these important issues. A continued focus
on maternal & neonatal health will be important to accelerate stagnating progress.
This will include access, quality of care, demand side interventions and advocacy for
policy shifts and additional resources.

•

A long term (10-20 years) vision and focus on addressing malnutrition. In
particular, to address the high rates of stunting. This will require long term
engagement and cover the areas of nutrition, health (prevention and treatment of
childhood infections & infestations), water, sanitation, hygiene, health promotion,
advocacy and social protection.

•

A strategic approach to support the urban poor covering all public health aspects
such as health, nutrition and environmental health.
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TOPIC 26: Family Planning

CONVENER:
Nick Kaufman

BREAK OUT:
K 14.00-15.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Eka, Zizi, Nurul, Tati, Fenny, Lisa, Nick Kaufman, Lya, Patrick, Prelia,
Jeff, Vonny Rachmat S., Agastya and Amosel.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Challenges:
-

Formerly the program was strong but now weak.

-

Capacity is weak in field offices.
a. government
b. management
c. Program implementation for FP.

-

The government doesn’t think it’s as important as before.

-

Family planning and birth spacing contribute to bigger health goals.

-

Lower funding from governement.

-

Need to change of mind-set of family size.

-

A growing population has indicationto other sectorsand resource consumption
(environment, economy, health, etc).

What can we do?
-

Encouraging dialogue on health implication on family planning.

-

Help provide evidence to link health status and family planning.

-

Demonstrating that family planning is the link to economy growth.

-

Explore ways to link FP to other programs (environment and economy growth).

-

Link to private partners.

-

Engaging civil society.

-

Laveraging existing program, supporting mapping what have been done and other
donors.

-

Raise the awareness of health workers on providing FP services as key component
of primary health care.

-

Advocacy is cross cutting and important at any level (education).

-

Finding ways to include appropriate FP messages in education (family size, health).

-

Use of role model/celebrity for FP advocacy institutions.

-

Engaging man and religious institutions.

Emphasize national level or aspect of advocacy campaign.

TOPIC 27: Youth Economic Empowerment, Define the Word BREAK OUT:
K 14.00-15.30
Youth (15-24)
CONVENER:
John Lundine (Save the
Children)

PARTICIPANTS:
Janice S. (USAID), Haran Hale, Tim Buchrer, Firman Aji,
Angela S., John Lundine (Save the Children).

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Challenges:
-

Imbalance skills with labor market.

-

De-emphasis technical traits.

-

Migrant workers àout of Indonesia and w/i Indonesia.

-

Unemployment of poor and educated.

-

Antiquated voc. ed.

-

Underemployment.

-

Big informal sector.

-

Manufacturing sector not growing as fast as labor market.

-

Labor market rigidities.

Opportunities:
-

Sectors demanding labor-skills.

-

Growing economy.

-

Apprenticeships.

-

Link training to businesses.

-

Vacational schools exist.

-

Concern for Indonesian Governement.

-

Private sector needs.

USAID Actions/Role/ Recommendations:
-

Multi-sectoral activities that could include job creation.

-

Public-private partnerships.

-

Overall improvement of quality of SMK à general employment skills.

-

Training for migrant workers (awareness)

-

Child protection angle.

-

Financial literacy.

-

Use existing structures to build their capacity à LNGO, Employment Agencies.

-

Need co-funding.

-

Support for demand driven programs.

-

PPP’s àidea clearinghouse for business needs and match with labor.
àpaid for by inverstors/businesses.
(pilot)
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-

Co-supporting training institues.

-

Possibility targetics populations such as children with disabilities (out of DC) or
children in WFL/migrants.

-

Girl focused programs.

-

Pesantren.

-

Targeted programs.

-

Matching grants for small businesses.

-

Gang/youth in conflict with the law targeted program.
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TOPIC 28: Development Objectives: Sectoral or CrossSectoral?

BREAK OUT:
O 2:00-3:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Blair King

Brian Dusza, Jennifer Wilson, Ali Douraghy, Monty Mahendra,
Wanda M Henry, Mary Linehan, Rachel Cintron, Michael Nehrbass

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Global priorities for certain sectoral needs, e.g. pandemic diseases

•

Earmarks drive sectoral priorities in environment, health and EDU (all 100%
earmarked)

•

Flavors of funding and F framework also make cross-sectoral programs more
challenging

•

Award management teams that draw from 2-3 technical offices?
1. e.g. health program with a health office AOR & DG Office Alternate AOR
(due to significant governance component)

•

Some CDCS DOs could be sectoral and some could be cross-sectoral

•

CDCS could include a short list of cross-cutting issues for other sectoral programs to
include in RFAs etc, where relevant, such as:
1. Governance
2. Science and technology
3. Local capacity development

•

How would cross-sectoral DO teams interact with GOI?
1. Assistance agreements
2. Partner ministries/agencies (could be challenging)

•

Design stage for programs for should, in many cases, be cross-sectoral
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TOPIC 29: Climate Change

CONVENER:

BREAK OUT:
H 14.00-15.30

PARTICIPANTS:

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Major emitter (#3)/ major responsibility

•

Increasing emissions (energy especially)

•

Huge vulnerability (cc impacts)

•

Ambitious G H6 reduction targets (26/4)

•

Lack of holistic strategy, roadmap analysis (many documents, no implementation),
policy, baselines

•

Lack of awareness/understanding
o

•

Complexity/issue/uncertainty of internal regime

No incentive in place to involve relevant sectors/ lack of coordination
o

Budget allocation (national regional, etc)

•

Lack of institutional framework/clarity (GOI), international framework

•

10 years ideas outlook
o

41% reduction in emissions

o

National communications
§

good quality/good data

§

emissions inventories by sector

§

quantitative targets by sector

o

natatorium on all peat land conversion and primary forest conversion,
enforced

o

well-managed forestry sector that includes plantations, natural forest
concessions, small holders community forests, ecosystem restoration project
(REDD+)

o

17% of energy from renewable resources

o

Comprehensive LE▲S à institutionalized, integrated into overall economy
planning

o

Comprehensive adaptation strategy

o

55 million Ha protected forest, effectively managed, enforced

o

o

§

Conservation + protection forest

§

Critical water sheds

60 million Ha
§

production forest, targeting degraded land, RIL, enforced

§

Neutral forest concessions + plantations

Carbon credits flowing down to communities (successful models)
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•

o

Solving the land tenure issue

o

Spatial plans for all 469 districts implemented and enforced

What Can USAID do
o

Promote ecosystem restoration concession at district + national levels

o

Promote integrated resource planning/spatial planning
§

Including peak land/wetland mapping

§

Implement plans (where they exist) at the correct scale

§

Incorporate renewable energy sources

o

Support emissions inventories

o

Mobilize other people’s money (Norway, MCC) + private sector, CGF,
including REDD+, PES

o

Realize a standing REDD+ model with a flow of resources to the community
level

o

Realize a blue carbon model

o

Facilitate the production of 2 GW of renewable energy
§

Conduct feasibility studies, education, tech. transfer

§

Mobilize USG resources to incentivize private sector investment

§

Promotee CC impact analyses + adaptation planning (including
vulnerability mapping)

§

Integrate economy planning with low-carbon development planning
at the district level along with spatial planning, medium-term
development planning

§

Education curriculum development

§

Capacity building for gov + non gov organizations

§

Integrate GCC adaptation into other sectors (health, DRR, agriculture,
infrastructure)
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BREAK OUT:
A 11.30-13.00

TOPIC 30: Poverty

CONVENER:
Nuning Akhmadi, Isma
Fadhil

PARTICIPANTS:
Trigeany L, Brandon Fenley, Olivia, Rina Kusuma, Edi Setianto,
Lya, Eva, Roma Manurung, Taniawati Supali, Maria M.M Kalsar,
Christopher Ta, Retno Setianingsih, Farid Maruf, Rai S., Eka W,
Zack Petersen, Rendy Putra, Ari Morti, Elisa Walton

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues:
•

Poverty Reduction

•

Pro poor policies

•

Child poverty

•

Social protection

•

Poverty map

•

Poverty vulnerability

•

Social disparity and inequality

•

Pro job policies

1. Approach/program/policies/issues
•

Map out poverty/where it is

•

Poor paying more on services (health, transportation, water, education)

•

Vulnerability

•

Causes

•

Poverty segments

•

Interventions

•

Criteria for targeting

•

Poverty measurements

•

Poverty in remote areas

•

M&E, lesson learned

•

Corruption

•

Empowering women in poverty red. 1/3

•

Living in poor environment

•

Social disparities/inequality causes for better targeting, services

•

Family support within social protection

2. Results/Outputs by 2020
•

Broader social safety nets/social protection

•

Access to health, education, financial services

•

Better use of managements of local natural resources

•

Better understanding on policies and programs to address social disparities
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•

Providing economic opportunities (health, education, finance)/ jobs to
reduce poverty

•

Holistic approach to tackle poverty through sustainable dev.

3. Priorities
•

Poverty mapping

•

Improve capacity building of local government (DPRD, NGO’s)

•

Civil society and government

•

Transparency and accountability

•

SMES (Small Micro Medium Enterprises)

•

Knowledge sector

•

Infrastructures for better basic services

•

Family planning program

•

Health, education, services

•

Green technology / ICT

•

Community based empowerments
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TOPIC 31: Geographic Focus (Poverty: the Most Poor
People) vs. Absolute Poverty
CONVENER:
Nancy FisherGormley

BREAK OUT:
G 14.00 – 15.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Massee Bateman, Derrick Brown, Ester (EDU), Jenni (DG), Zack
Petersen (The Jakarta Globe), Fario Maruf (Grameen Foundation),
Hanif Saleh (EDU), Amanda Hevenson, Celly Catharina, Eric Davis,
Irene Kock, Jona Lai, Dieng Janvarti (DG OKC), jeremih Carew, Shula
Roquitte (USAID), Christoper Ta, Marika Olson, John Thurow, Mark
Winkel, Rudy Tomaso A, Michael Nehrbass, Jauece Laurente (USAID)

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
•

Averages means high and low

•

Data to disaggregate economic - but also health data could be used

•

Can we make a case for absolute poverty?

•

-

Not got numbers?

-

Would that be ok?

Answer cost benefit analysis/effectiveness
-

•

Doing strategy design (can rationalize costs and numbers)
-

•

Will be in program design
Can make case-present evidence to explain why you focused there

Dichotomy false difference
-

Highest notes and best results could come from the poorest of the poor

-

Could have impact on numbers (positive impact)

•

Rationalize money vs people

•

Need to have story explanation

•

Emphasis on numbers or needs of people

•

Perception needs to be viewed à poor needs may be different

•

Challenge in development
-

•

Need to take into account beneficiaries

Perfect systems to get to the most poor but don’t actually go to remote areas
-

Idea to go out over long-term

-

Systems strengthening to “tickle out”

•

Pay attention to “the system” and create demand to ripple out and have affect on the
other areas

•

Use limited resources to have the most impact

•

Do people we consider poor consider themselves poor? – listen to
stakeholders!/beneficiaries!

•

Whatever new paradigm we bring about and focus on
-

Will have blind spots

-

Danger of systematic neglect

-

Need to remember there are blind spots
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•

Do not want neglect of need for change

Geographic focus could be good as we went to show focus and impact
-

Poverty vs absolute poor

-

Moral question to grapple with…

•

Justice issue – how do we got there, if you only work in areas

•

Mott focus on Eastern Indonesia
-

Cannot achieve MDG goals about USAID working outside Papua

•

USAID has multiple stakeholders

•

How does USAID make its programs sustainable?
-

A continuation of programs after funding ends
à pilot project replicated after by private sector or government or civil society

•

Does USAID fill in when government doesn’t fill in?
-

•

•

Morale dilemma if work in area that is remote and then no continuation from
outside
-

Is that right?

-

Would services end if USAID walks away!

Disaster resiliency
-

•

Not sustainable

Are there situation where we don’t focus on chronizally poor that will cost us
more later?

Strength of GOI vs USAID
-

What is our position and set of skills to be more effective

-

Should understand our strategies to determine who help

•

Need of people – needs to be defined

•

High poverty intensity vs high poverty magnitude (don’t confuse – keep separated )
-

Market failure that business modal to scare does not happen

-

So distinguish intervention - are broker - to create multiple effects

-

Multiple players for multiple roles – economic incentives need innovation in
poorest area

-

Challenge and may not succeed

•

To what extent are we need to be more responsible to the other?

•

How do we break the poverty cycle?
-

Don’t impose but make a difference
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TOPIC 32: Effectiveness of development cooperation
between GOI and development partners
CONVENER:
Amri K.S (Setneg RI)

BREAK OUT:
F 2:00-3:30

PARTICIPANTS:
Nuning Akhmadi (SMERU), Yusak A (USAID), Sapto Sakti (Sinar MAs
Forestry), Jalu Cahyanto (USAID), Mimy Santika (USAID), Isma H.
Fadhil (SMERU), Wanda M. Henry (USAID), Mispan Indaryo (USAID),
Ikke Tristanti (USAID), Deddy Setiadi (USAID), Lucia Indraswari
(USAID), Irene Herawati (USAID), Agastyal (Puska PA-UI), Anna
Yuliastuti (USAID), Andy Prajaputra (MCC), A. Zulkarnain, Patrick
(Prisma)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues:
•

General mapping requested by GOI:
-by whom
-where
-how much
-program content
-duration

•

Weak coordination in GOI (effectiveness and roles of each ministry)

•

No GOI guidance on who has the authority/obligation to sign a donor assistant
agreement

•

No extension to district level

•

No SOP uniformity in collaborating with donors

•

Unclear role/authority in execution

•

How USAID maintains its relationship with USAID funded graduated alumni who are
currently GOI decision makers

•

Database centralization by GOI which could be publicly accessed

•

No policy on donor coordination

Recommendations:
•

Database mapping should be made by every ministry (sectoral), collected by one
ministry, and made open to public

•

Clarity of GOI’s line of authority

•

Perform joint monitoring and evaluation, work plan and reporting sharing, and
involving CSO and the media as supervisors

•

Application of “Host Country System” which enables GOI to make matching funds,
eventually leading to achieving sustainability.

•

Commitment between USA-Indonesia = good governance à capacity building in
transparency

•

Necessity of guidance/SOP in coordination between ministries to prevent
miscommunication.

•

GOI should be the leader donor coordination (appoint a ministry or under Vice
President agencies), maintain regular meetings
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•

Increase coordination with all stakeholders.
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TOPIC 33: Decentralization and Public Service Delivery

CONVENER:
Lutfhi Ashrari and
Trigeany
Linggoatmojo (USAID)

BREAK OUT:
A 14.00 – 15.30

PARTICIPANTS: Eva, Tri, Humdarti, BJ, Chris, Lisya, Elly Sawitri,
Elisa Walton, Retno Setianingsih, Roma M., Dandy Sentya, Nadeean
Y., Jacky H. (USAID), Michael Nehrbass (USAID), Mike Toder,
Kenny, Vonny, Lya, Derrick B., Maria C. Widiastuti, Dini H.,
Margaret S., Nick Kaufman, Olivia A. and Prelia Moenandar.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues:
-

Clarity of roles between policy od national and local government.

-

Services provided by national or local government-owned companies.

-

Monitoring function? Incentive-based performance.

-

Lack of public participation, contradictive public participatory in program planning
(bottom-up) with budget allocation (top-down).

-

How much should we be engaged? (engagement of community) to increase quality
of services.

-

Effort on tax collection for revenue hindered by provided services condition or the
fear of having the fund to be corrupted.

-

Unbalanced functions of executive and legislative.

-

Minimum services standard is not uniformly implented, no incentive linkages for
local governement to implement.

-

Capacity of local government to prioritize program infinite needs.

-

Private sector resources, private sector engagement to increase budget while
increase quality.

-

Demand for better services delivery (media, civil society, private sector), not always
voice out appropriately.

-

In most of local governments 70% expenditures used for personnel.

-

Decentralization placed more power to local government, command line limited.

-

Engagement of some of the media lead to specific entity i.e. political party.

Approaches or Interventions:
-

Open up to private sector professional in the local government high-level unit.

-

Bureaucratic reform to include revisiting needed expertises, required skills ß long
term goal.

-

Leadership of the local government with all the needed skills ß short/medium
term.

-

Provincial government role to be increased, filling in the role of national à local
government’s command line.

-

Improving capacity in program planning and budget allocation.

-

Increasing demand for better governance or service delivery and engagement of
civil society, media, others to program planning, monitoring and requiring better
services.
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-

Establish performance index/score card.
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TOPIC 34: How do we/USAID integrate gender equality in all BREAK OUT:
11.00 – 13.00
of our works?
CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

DISCUSSION NOTES:
NGO Sectors
-

Increase male and female awareness of equality
•

Campaign with social media

•

Use of technology

•

Train teachers on gender issues

•

Culture issues

•

And religious issues = GE (Gender Equality)

USAID
-

Policy implementation

-

Program outcomes affected by gender issues

-

Unintended consequences of GENE programs

Gender equality in USAID programs
-

Work to increase bargaining power of migrant workers or female workers

-

Change image of migrant workers

-

Teach reproductive health to men and women

-

Teach women and & MARPS financial management/literacy/domestic economic
management

-

More responsibility for HIV prevention on men

-

Gender base education: respect each other as equal

-

Integrate GBV in PUSKESMAS and PHC, old sectors (education police: teach health
workers)

-

Help clarify domestic violence law and implementation

-

Young female access to school after delivery

-

Intervention for young men related to truancy
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TOPIC 35: Indonesia has embarked on a regressive trade
policy that will negatively impact economic growth and
food security, particularly for the poorest citizens

BREAK OUT:
H 9:00-10:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

John Thurow (USAID)

Tony Djogo (USAID), Edy Wiyono (FAS), Ali Abdi (FAS), Tim
Buehrer (SEADI), Brandon Fenley, Dillon Green (Embassy),
Ben Wohlauer (Embassy), Marika Olson (USAID EG), James
Whitaker (USAID EG)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Indonesian policy in food import/export
Food Sovereignty vs. Food Security
SEADI works with Ministry of Trade:
•

Aiming for the “middle tier” of the ministries tends to yield results. Top of ministries
tend to be ‘political’, or ‘popular’ and resistant.

•

Indonesia can not produce all its needs all the time. Politicians need to learn this.

•

Tough political environment right now:
o

New cascade of trade restrictions

o

Driven by political drivers

o

Implemented as regulation

•

Seeing disregard for international trade commitments

•

Ministry of Trade seems to be willing to listen and consult while Ministry of
Agriculture seems to be unwilling to coordinate or engage in process or input.

•

Ministry of Agriculture seems to restrict more than Ministry of Trade

How can we show MOA impact of policy/regulation?
•

Need to show enumerated/calculated losses or costs—price changes, poverty
indicators, losses at ports and during transport

•

Showcasing losses and inefficiency to all parties

How do we work through political regime changes?
•

We see pattern: 1. Policy is made
2. Trade asks for impact of policy
3. We give analysis
4. Trade relooks at policy
o

Requires public dissemination and public debate of pressure.

o

Envisions strong research (gout & private)

o

Public debate and discourse

•

Good potential in Indonesia

•

Citizen groups/political organizations need to have voice
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•

Policy-making is difficult

•

MOA doesn’t have power or capacity to change production systems

•

Food sovereignty policies: - Means higher prices
- Hurts net buyers, helps net producers
- Hits the poor the hardest
- Do they know that? Can we disseminate
knowledge widely to convince policy to
care?

•

Politics: - Stopping imports is easy. Actually increasing domestic is hard and longterm.
-

•

Reforming the debate this way: “protection is not the same as
investment.” Limiting import/export does not magically increase
production or value

We need to develop a system to show research leading to policy adoption
o

How to support civil society

o

Government process/transparency is required first

o

Public forums, ability to comment from experts and public,

How should USAID work on policy? Where are we most effective?
•

•

Civil society
o

Build a voice with power to change

o

Take cues from human rights history

o

Huge role for media (sometimes very powerful)

Involvement of regional organizations (i.e. ASEAN)
o

Regional reference? Regional pressure

o

ASEAN effort to create agreement of trust among members

o

USAID “MARKET” project

o

Support Indonesia’s role in food regional security efforts

•

Work with industry groups, i.e. KADIN

•

Continue administrative procedure reform work from ministries

•

o

Medium—longer term work

o

BAPPENAS medium term planning

Support research to inform policy.
o

•

AusAID is focused in this area. Possibly for collaboration.

How do we improve the way we work with the ministries?
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TOPIC 36: Capacity Building and Sustainability of Local
Organization and Local Government
CONVENER:
Mispan Indarjo
(USAID)

BREAK OUT:
G 09.00-10.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Yusale O. (USAID), Noel S. (PeaceCorps), Isma H. Fadhil (SMERN),
Maria C. Widiastuti, Dini H, Lisa Salim (USAID), Ali Sofiawan
(KEHATI), Jeff Glick, Ben W. (State Dept.), Fenny Chudri (USAID), A.
Zulkarnain, Patrick C, Kathy Tin (USAID), Nick Kaufman, Rasika P,
Nuning Akhmadi (SMERU), Eric Davis (USAID)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Capacity building and sustainability of NGOs and local governments
1. Clarity
•

Government

•

Non-Government

2. Issues
3. Strategy – how USAID can contribute
4. USAID forward?
5. Org. Sustainability
6. Finding “good” NGOs
Issues – Local Capacity Building
•

Sustainability

•

Capacity building – how USAID contribute

•

Funding – how long?

•

Admin and technical skills

•

Staff turnover (no competitive incentive)

•

No fund for NGO sustainability and capacity

What is USAID policy? – no?
•

“external environment” for NGOs capacity sustainability (law, procedure, etc)

•

No NGO standard operating procedure

•

No tax exemption for NGO’s and private sectors supporting research and
development assistance

Recommendation
•

USAID philanthropic initiative?

•

Tax exemption to organize supporting development assistance

•

Building capacity à training is not enough
o

Pilot project, starting with grant writing training
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o

Template of any admin report, etc

•

Certification of NGOs to be upload to the website (Ministry of Home Affairs or NGO
network/board)à donation = visit “give to India” website

•

Open information – knowledge sharing

•

Website network/link?

•

Support on community enterprise (lead by university). What supports? (skill
training, fund, etc)

•

DCA (Development Credit Assistance)

•

NGO branches?

•

English language training

•

Training – multiple plier effects. Not happens due to funding

•

Deeper consultation/advocacy to NGO’s à not just training (mentoring
relationship)

•

Post training supports i.e mailing list, continuing consultation and training to feed
every body patiently

•

How to share information/dissemination? Digital?

•

Civil society projects to sustain NGO’s sustainability

•

Train and provide grant to selected NGOs à generate qualitative NGOsà sustain
from other donors as well

•

Networks à WALHI, KEHATI (env), KOMNAS.

•

Steward à network

•

Collaboration with private sectors?
o

Possible only for fund support but not networks

•

To have “face” like private sectors, marketing, leadership, management, etc

•

Set up indicators for good NGO

•

What kind of supports?

•

o

One basket of general skills?

o

Technical skills?

USAID forward à more support to local organization
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TOPIC 37: Meeting growing demand of basic services to
public (food, energy, water, etc.) in 10 years through
accelerating the infrastructure development
CONVENER:
Triolany and Retno S.

BREAK OUT:
B 09.00 – 10.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Mara Hardjoko (save the children), Irene Herawati (USAID), Julianto
(USAID), Roma Manurung (USAID), Piwa Yowargana (UKP4), Dave
Nessen (USAID), Christine Manik (USAID), Chiva (USAID), Angeline
(USAID), Nila Tanzil (USAID), Ferdi Hasnovi (USAID), Ikke Tristianti
(USAID), Eva (USAID), John Hansen (USAID), Edi Setianto (MCC),
Hundarti (USAID), Anna Juliastuti (AID), Yusak (USAID), Bambang
Hermanto (USAID).

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
Issues:
•

Growing population

•

Growing demand of basic services: food, energy, water, sanitation, education, health,
transportation

•

Engaging private sector in infrastructure development to deliver basic services

•

More government funding needed for infrastructure development

•

Increase revenue through improving public financial management ß 70% from
economy activity is from informal sector (+ being taxed)

•

Local infrastructure development depends on special allocated fund or Dana Alokasi
Khusus (DPA)

•

No good planning for DAK at local government

•

No donor mapping by GOI, leading to overlapped activities, lack of matching fund
from GOI, no sustainability after donor’s program completed

•

Role of Bappenas in donor coordination?

•

Right counterparts from GOI for USAID programs?

•

Subsidy to tariff pricing in electricity

•

Services tariff pricing + full cost recovery

•

Demand analysis is not clearly presented

•

Low interest from financial institutions for funds

•

Economics of scale is important to attract private sector/investment

•

Gap between GOI planning and implementation

What should/could be assisted by USAID
Planned activity to include public
•

Campaign to save the use of services (water, energy, food diversification, manage
the urbanization effect, etc)

•

Assistance in preparing an interesting package for private sector (sector specific,
assurance, tariff pricing, guarantee, incentives, etc)
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•

Local capacity (executive + legislative) building in developing prioritization in
budget allocation for local infrastructures development

•

Donor efforts harmonization, based on intensive consultation with relevant GOI
stakeholders

•

Revisit the right GOI counterpart for USAID programs (given the facts of limited
roles by Bappenas and tech. ministries, maybe Vice President, Mo Finance through
output-based aid)

•

All of the process should involve proper public participation

•

With limited resource of USAID, find innovative approach to achieve development
gains
o

Joint funding with other donors, example: Water Hibah

o

Assist the part which will trigger more impacts, use lessons learned!

o

Other further brainstorming…

•

Promoting entrepreneurship, mobilizing growing skilled workers (additional 90
millions people in 20 years)

•

More focus/attention at end users (demand), not just at the implementor/supply

•

Geographical focus vs. sectoral focus?
Be careful with disparity effects

•

Entry point at local governments, technical assistance at critical points (policy which
will create big impacts) = right assistance at the right place

•

Think more of sectors synergy within USAID earmark definition
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TOPIC 38: Staffing into a new strategy

BREAK OUT:
K 9:00-10:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Derrick Brown

Anita Holidaya, Ria Wardani, Rebecca R, Lia Ginting, Beltre Djie,
Fauzia Yunita, Nurul Muthia Sari, Peni Kartika, Patrick Wilson,
Jeremiah Caren, Christine Manik, Olivia Ruus, Yulian Christanti, Verle
Mapa, Dondy Sentya, Wanda M Henry, Tati H, Shannon Stone, John
Hansen, Artha Camellia, Ken Puvak

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Challenges:
-

How to manage staff?
o

Backup

o

Mobility

-

Limited technical staff

-

Limited capacity in communication strategy and behavior change

-

Recruitment of multitasking staff

-

Training flexibility

-

Objectives – mission

-

Preparing staff for cross-cutting tasks

-

Sharing job-related information

-

Mentorship enforcement

-

Flexible skills

-

Management commitment in retaining sustained employees

-

Working relationship between American and FSN staff

-

Clear job responsibilities

-

Assign FSN mentors to junior USDH staff

-

Assign job roles based on skills, not nationality or hiring mechanism

-

Project management skills vs. technical skills

-

Are people willing to do 100% of their regular job PLUS doing professional
development?
Next steps:

-

Skill assessment to determine who can serve in an internal mission Bullpen to
deploy/assign experts to work on special projects (after strategy launch)

-

M&E on training/skills needed – ask mission staff what the mission needs to develop
and improve

-

Job descriptions to be updated

-

Mission transparency for positions

-

Assessment on behavior changes

-

Clear information on work priorities and expectations from the management
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-

Better communication between FSNs and supervisor, not limited to once a year

-

Be able to communicate to the supervisors if there are any problems
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TOPIC 39: Meaning Results of USAID Assistance

CONVENER:
Adam Jung

BREAK OUT: E
09.00-10.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Elisa Walton (USAID), Ashley Netherston (USAID), Jona Hai
(USAID), Christoph Ta, Larry C (USAID), Jipy Priscilia, Sharon
Nwankwo (USAID)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
1. Measuring success
•

MSC – Most Significant Success

•

Satisfaction of beneficing – what was the most significant
o change as a result of the program
o

focus group discussion, direct interview

o

only qualitative, through example

o

process evaluation – captures externalities

•

How are evaluations used for institutional and applied to project design?

•

Evaluation SOWs – are we asking the right questions to make them
useful/actionable?

•

Microfinance institutions now looking at social performance in addition to
financial performance

•

Need a champion within the institution to apply use of findings

•

Transform learning culture within the organization

1. Learning is iterative – not only at the end
2. Making information available – development experience
3. Authorization approach – requirements to cite evaluations in CDCS and project
design documentation
•

How do standard F indicators serve for country

•

Specific strategies? Where the do fit for results – level use them, but we are not
bound to that list

•

Burying failure – Evaluation policy should prevent this tendency , need to learn from
failure

•

If we apply performance-based budgeting then we strengthen incentives to bury
failure

•

If each development objective is based on a hypothesis we must examine these
hypotheses as we implemet

•

Phase 2 – aggregating learning from a number of evaluations in a similar sector to
come up with broades conclusions

•

Need leadership to emphasize a culture of learning within the mission

•

Measure sustainability and ownership rathen than focus on deliverables
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•

More narrow focused evaluations can aid evidence-based decision making

•

USAID has not been doing evaluations at the strategy level
o

Look back at performance/results over the last five years would be useful to
inform nect planning period

How do we get teams to support goals that are broader than sector focus?
•

Include a focus at intermediate result level during the portfolio reviews

•

Consider timing/availability of data when selecting performance management plan
indicators

•

Reorient portfolio reviews to focus on higher level results. Use opportunity of new
mission director and CDCS
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TOPIC 40: Fighting Corruption (Through Bureaucratic
Reform and Decentralization)
CONVENER:
Diah Januarti (DG)
and Yoke Sudarbo
(DG)

BREAK OUT:
C (09.00 – 10.30)

PARTICIPANTS:
Jenni (DG), Hanif Saleh (USAID/Edu), Dedy Setiawan
(USAID/OFM), Lya, Michael joyce T., Maggy Horhoruw, Herlina,
Benjamin, Jalu C., Ben Wohlauer, Dewi Motik Pramono Kowani,
Nagwa Kamal, S. Arifin, Lucia I., Yusniati R., A. Zulkarnain, Budi H.,
Nurul Muthia Sari, Ken P. and Aditya Utama.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues: Why corruption happen?
-

Weak oversight.

-

Central effort to fight against corruption. (KPK is only at national level).

-

Decentralization should bring better services but corruption flourish at reg. level.

How to fight corruption?
-

Bureaucratic reform à solution.

-

Bring KPK through reg. level à support public demand on this.

Why do we have to fight where almost 80% of Indonesians are corrupt?
-

Anti-corruption education à starting from kindergarten to university.

Solutions:
-

Cultural change is needed (cultural campaign).

-

Big campign on anti-corrupt practices. Don’t be permissive.

Suggestion:
-

Using integrated ID number as a tracking tool for preventing corruption.

-

Private sector.

-

Promote community “Anti-Corruption Enterpreneurs” and household education.

-

Modules on anti corruption for women (training).

-

USAID SHOULD create programs on education of anti-corruption.

-

Indonesians should have role models on clean eaders with anti-corruption minds.

-

Promoting honesty characters since kindergarten up to university.

-

Involve media in any anti-corrupt efforts.

-

Promote independence IG at Ministry Agencies.

-

National character education.
Module vs implementation do not match.

-

Clean and transparent government processes and business.

-

Create alternative, better, faster, cleaner, transparent, open government services.
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-

USAID should support education on building the anti-corruption culture.

-

Collecting international supports on Indonesia’s anti-corruption movement.

-

Using high technology and social media to name or shame of people/officers asking
for bribery.

-

Rule of law à law enforcement.

Issues:
-

Political parties are source of corruption.

-

It takes years before Indonesia political parties become clean.

Suggestions:
-

Strengthen civil society bargaining powering political arena to fight corruption.

-

Continuing and strengthening public power against corruption.

-

Starting anti-corruption culture from home à big campaign.

-

Exploring local wisdom to create anti-corruption culture in Indonesia.

Issues: Bureaucracy in Indonesia is like a black bow à closed.
Suggestions:
-

Planting thoughts and understanding that salaries and facilities for civil servants are
paid by the tax of Indonesians.

-

Promoting simple lifestyle.

Issues: Indonesians are easily amazed by rich people especially when the rich people show
religious actions.
Suggestion:
-

Creating harder and stricker social sanctions to corruptors by religious communities
and cultural groups.

-

Finding local wisdoms that are against corruption à work with Adat leaders
(groups).

-

Isolate the corruptors for a lifetime à social sanctions even after his/her sentence
ends.

-

Make corruptors bankrupt à set the law to endorse this.

FOR USAID:
-

Start planning programs related to the suggestions written here.

Invitation:
7th November: Discussion with anti-corruption enterpreneurs at Menara Kadin, 24th floor
at 2pm.
KEEP THE SPIRIT OF ANTI-CORRUPTION MOVING ON!!
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TOPIC 41: Indonesia is of global importance for global
infectious disease control (TB, HIV, Emerging Infectious
Diseases, Neglected Tropical Diseases)
CONVENER:
Mary Linehan,
Kendra Chittenden

BREAK OUT:
N 09.00-10.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Eric Brum, Heany, Bambang Heryanto, Ratna Kurniawati (ex USAID),
Budi Harmato (National AIDS Comission), Irene Koek

DISCUSSION NOTES:
SUMMARY:
•
Infectious disease (ID) outbreaks and epidemics can impact on global economic and
security.
•
Because of its size and geographic location, Indonesia’s infectious disease (ID)
control is nationally and globally important, and impact on national, regional and global
security.
•
There is urgency to interventions, to prevent the huge disease burden and economic
burden that will result if we do not act early
CHALLENGES
•
Requires coordination between many groups and stakeholders within and outside
the country
•

Infectious diseases are prevalent among the poor, and also keep people poor

•

Need to maintain the strong GOI commitment and leadership for ID control

•
Need to support GOI participation on the global dialogue and partnerships to ensure
that Indonesia has access to the technologies, practices, information and treatments that are
available
•
Indonesia lags behind other countries in the region in medical, public health and
veterinary education and needs to be connected with the global dialogue and training
programs to improve and catch up
•
Need to improve the friendliness of services, especially for TB and HIV—stigma and
discrimination lead to reduced access to life-saving services
•
ID are endemic all over Indonesia, and are leading causes of death, illness and
poverty
•
In the context of decentralization, we need to support better policies, and better
implementation of policies that allow funds to be directed in effective ways and activities to
be coordinated across the country (eg, grants to CSOs at district level to target high risk
populations for HIV, support all relevant sectors (i.e. Ministries of Agriculture plays an
important role to control zoonotic diseases)
•
Need to focus on gender issues, including stigma associated with sexual behaviors,
and social mores regarding gender roles and transgender persons
OPPORTUNITIES
•

The is a significant private sector that can be leveraged for technical and financial
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support
•
There are significant human and capital resources at the district and provincial
levels that can be tapped
•
USAID is uniquely positioned to assist GOI to leverage large donation programs,
including the Global Fund and large scale drug donations for lymphatic filariasis and
intestinal worms
•
We have a strong and constructive relationship among USG partners, including CDC,
NIH, USDA and are able to provide quick, responsive technical assistance to support disease
control and outbreaks when needed
•
ID control is a high priority at the GOI national level and we have been part of the
development of plans and networks that have been put in place, and have strong working
relationships that allow us to influence the processes, and clear strategies for how we can
engage
•
Good will has been established particularly at the district level due to the high level
of USAID support to respond to urgent health needs such as pandemics, drug stocks-out,
etc.
•
We are able to invest small amounts of targeted inputs and achieve significant
impact, leveraging other partners and resources, and established systems and networks
•
There is increased willingness by GOI to address the underlying systems issues (eg,
logistics, HR skills and distribution)
IF WE HAD ADDITIONAL $4 MILLION FOR HIV
1.
With National AIDS Commission, continue the scale-up of condoms for prevention of
transmission
2.

Pilot a “test and treat” strategy to get more people on ARVs

3.
Expand activities in Papua, including a focus on addressing stigma and
discrimination
4.
Invest in improved joint planning, both at central and selected districts to establish
an improved process for bringing together the various partners for more efficient planning
and implementation
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TOPIC 42: Food and Nutrition Security (Still Challenging in
Indonesia)

CONVENER:
Giulia Baldi (WFP)

BREAK OUT:
O (09.00 – 10.30)

PARTICIPANTS:
Elisa Adelman and Massey Bateman

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues:
-

Stunting prevention

-

The role of maternal nutrition

-

PPP

a. 87 million Indonesians vulnerable to food insecurity.
b. 7.7 million children are stunted.
è Stunting à first 1,000 days window of opportunity.
è Opportunity à political vs momentum (SUA and FNAP).
Some funding available but not sufficient challenge: bring framework to sub-national level
and monitoring action:
-

Need for prioritization of funding allocation at national and sub-national level on
nutrition-specific and sensitive intervention.

-

Role of private sector à new product dev, improvement of lumileibus of existing
CFS to improve access to -------- body through the market.

-

Panelitive approaches à starting from preganant to lactating.

-

Fortification of staple food and specialitized food.

-

GAP interms of addressing nutritional needs of PLW (Pregnant and Lactating
Women). Now only PW with CED are supported through food suplement, only for 1
trisemester.

-

Lactating women are not even in the ---- In order when affordability of nutritions on
issue. This is not enough and high intra-HH showing.

-

BCC important, but not efficient.

-

Evidence building is needed on what works.
Work with private sector to identify and develop products for PLW.

-

Pilot alternative modalities to access to nutritious food for children 6-24 months and
plus.

-

To compliment CCT and/or after interventions.

-

Need to conduct a through situation analysis/arrangement of determinantions to
better identify gaps in the priority interventions to contribute to stunting reduction
à support to ongoing efforts of sun by keeping adolress some of these goals could
be USAID ----
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TOPIC 43: Coordination and Collaboration at National Level

CONVENER:
Luthfi A, Tetty R, Nick
Kaufman

BREAK OUT: M
09.00-10.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Desmoon (World Vision Indonesia), Resya Kania (BAPPENAS),
Vonny (USAID), Amanda (USAID), Tetty (USAID), Nick Kaufman
(USAID), Bambang H, ------ (BAPPENAS), Feudi H (USAID)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
1. Coordination and collaboration at national level
a. Interest
b. Incentives
c. Arrangement
2. Key Issues and Reccomendations
a. Collaboration is classic issue
b. Difficulty to identify key partner for effective programming
c. Synergy and aligning with GOI’s strategy
3. Hook
a. There is no “cantolan” for program planned and implemented by USAID
b. Different fiscal year between GOI and USAID
c. Evaluation component for development program à shared funding between
GOI and USAID
d. Decree from key government partner is crucial in implementing program
e. Transparent on budget from USAID and GOI
f.

BAPPENAS and key sector at national level
i. Outcome, output, vision and mission
ii. Detailed activities à key sectors ministries at eselon 2

g. Use national strategic plan developed by GOI
h. Regular communication at national level
i.

The importance of having liaison offices at national level àfrom USAID to be
placed at key sectors ministries

j.

Intensifying level of consultation with national and sub national level
i. Documents have to be available contains discussion on priorities:
minutes of meeting
ii. Proposals from GOI based on strategic priorities discussion

k. Placing adequate USAID – liaison offices (strongly reccomended FSN) of
strategic key sectors minister GOI (national level)
l.

Continuing the involvement representative of GOI in selecting process of
implementing partners

m. Intensifying dialogue (USAID – GOI) funding assistance to get better
understanding on both sides
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n. Intensifying dialogue with GOI on
i. USAID funding mechanisms
ii. Nature of USAID assistance
iii. GOI financial systems
o. Importance of developing a sound and accountable financial reporting
system for donor assistance
p. Improve communication on assistance between USAID and GOI
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TOPIC 44: How to Promote Incentives to Encourage The
Public and Private Sectors to Work Efficiently and
Effectively
CONVENER:
Michael N (USAID)

BREAK OUT:
J 10.00-11.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Kemal Soeriawidjaja, Gandy (USAID Health), Tom Alcedo (Red
Cross), Maggy H

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Incentives for public and private sectors
Opportunities for USAID to engage:
1. GOI bureaucratic reform plan (until 2025). Support GOI to implement a performance
management + approach to both ministries and staff at the national, provincial, and
district levels
•

e.g. Support national or provincial ministries to monitor district level
services. Provide bonus grant to district provides services regularly and
well. Provide bonus to workers (e.g health workers, teachers, agriculture
extensions) who perform well in the field. Now there is no incentive for
exceptional performance

2. Undang-udang No. 92 for Corporate Social Responsibility
•

Support Ministry of Finance Tax Office who is supposed to implement

•

Educate GOI, business chambers, NGO’s, how to get tax write off for
programs

•

USAID could work with GOI to try to broaden the law to cover other sectors
(e.g health, food security, poverty reduction, etc)

3. LAN – Lembaga Administrasi Negara
•

USAID could support its curriculum development for echelon 1,2, and 3
public officials

•

Without improved, relevant training, bureaucratic reform will never happen

4. Awards (private or GOI) for innovators that save GOI money or blow the whistle on
corrupter practices
5. Zakat – might be opportunity
•

To work with faith-based organizations or companies that collect zakat – fits
with president Obama’s Muslim Outreach Initiative
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TOPIC 45: How can we get social indicators (e.g. health,
education, environment) to keep pace with economic
growth?
CONVENER:
Rachel Cintron

BREAK OUT:
A (09.0010.30)

PARTICIPANTS:
Heather Coble, Sinta Kaniawati (Uniever), Sheila R.
(USAID/BKK), Aurelia Micko and John Hanson.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Economic Metrics-GDP and GNP measure wealth not equity.
USAID
Econ growth

Social indicators

-

As a middle income country, how do we get social indicators to look like a middle
income country?
è More focus on health, eduation and environment? What to do in 10 year time
frame?
è Where does government revenue go? Declining percentage on health ~2.5%
è GOI budget planning, allocation, execution and implementation i snot well-done.
è GOI funds tend to go to infrastructurea and staffing. Less on programs.
è Donor funds are too marginal to meet the gap. Need government and private
sector investment.
è CSR is new. Not yet keeping pace with needs.
è Corruption displaces CSR funds.
è Reaching lower wealth quintiles needs to happen at District level, not national.
è HDI indicators used to measure social progress.
è USAID has a role in strengthening national and district development-metricsevidence-based decision making.
è How do districts measure develpoment.
è How can our small investment be most strategic-influence GOI spending?
è Cultural divide:
USAID focuses on indicators and evidence. Not part of Indonesia’s system.
è CSOS have good roles, bu financially and geographically small.
è How we target poorest of the poor?
è WFP example of food maps-broader mapping of needs.
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è Highight provincial/district “best practices” to built on it.
è Need to work on existing institutions.
è Score cards for Bupatis related ton MDGs à Is this a place to work? ß Each
districts need to work to influence national indicators.
è Use better-performing Bupati to “mentor” poorer performing.
è Competition is culturally a motivator among decision-makers.
è Should we have districts/provinces compete to work with us? With parameters
that include local investment, local will, need, etc.
è Competition means working with poor/middle districts à not poorest, which
lack basic infrastructure, maybe have high corruption.
è Corruption: What The Hell Can We Do?
a. Corruption is insitutionalized, almost culturally ingrained.
b. Does corruption change in next generation? Should we target youth?
è GOI – looking at corruption from an educational POV à values and behaviors in
school children
è USAID should support vakues curriculum.
è Corruption literature supports concept of teaching personal responsibility and
values to youth à long-term strategy.
è ID 3rd party (WB, ADB, etc) metrices appropriate our development intervention
that we (USAID and GOI)agree to target as barometers of progress (e.g. CI’s
ocean health index’ as measure of aid effectiveness).
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TOPIC 46: How can (and should) USAID positively influence
generational change in leadership in Indonesia
CONVENER:
Nancy Fisher-Gormley

BREAK OUT:
J 09.00 – 10.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Monty Mahendra, Ali Douraghy, David Hess, Srisetiowati Saiful
(Surya Institute), Zack Petersen, Olivia Ahn, Matt FisherGormley, Ali Firman, Shannon Stone, Elana Faryul-Debnam
(PSP)

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
•

When people get into power – they change

•

Groups (with youth/young leaders) often merge with older established group

•

Power vs. authority

•

o

Power excludes youth

o

So don’t have both – therefore, not interested in political push

Military leaders – have “fear factor”
o

Have respect maybe – ‘not dead yet’

•

Euthanasia – suggested

•

Obstacles and challenges of current power needs to be understood first

•

Positive value on age – culture value

•

Media biased – does not portray new leaders

•

•

o

Call “regulars” for information – for interviews

o

Kompas – writes each week on local leaders
§

Last page page 1st section

§

Major newspapers are fine

Middle class needs
this - elite

o

Not scared

o

Don’t want to work on desk job but will do different work

o

Not looking for traditional job

o

Probably lowers quality of civil service

Celebrities and popularity important
Mainstream public – so not great principle necessity

Ideals important – need to be read critical leadership mass
o Educate voters
o

•

Often new/young 20-40 years old

Younger generation:

o
•

§

Put out candidates that are important and has something to offer

Jakarta election winning important
o

But others that lost – interesting an useful to consider

•

West Java election import popularity vs. experience

•

“Your leaders as good as you are”

•

How do we harness
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•

o

Arisan - woman’s groups

o

Kids in school through after school activities, like junior achievement

Student movement
o

Less and less involved in student body

o

Initiative change and social issues changes frequently

o

Need kids be excluded outside of school
§

•

Future leaders conference:
o

•

Batak – lots of them have respect for educators

How can youth push Indonesia centric view, not individual tribes
o

•

Twitter/facebook/social networks/blogging – self promotion

Ethnic groups in Indonesia have different level of regard/respect for teachers
o

•

To influence people – future…

Using technology to open up discussion
o

•

Get exposure overseas and here when they get back

Push discussion forward – through dynamism to mobilize youth (Imam Bosemi)
o

•

But can work through the education system

Prabowo – nationalistic – he is seen as a leader of Nationalism/Nationalistic view

Not a simple leader in Indonesia that has power and vision well fragmented

Enabling environment for leaders? What can we do?
•

‘Indonesia Mengajar’ – Indonesia’s peace corps – internally
o

Some external support needed
= 46 people in 3 years

o

Amazing program

o

Had this in late 60s, but need to redo

o

Lots of applicants don’t have funds

o

Kids coming back start own NGOs – don’t go into public sector

o

Training ground for civil society

o

Need to be together to get alumni

o

Amazing program

o

Needs to expand!

o

Then link together for power/support

o

Need to create more prestige for them
§

•

Really stellar group

Connections important
o

Not going up from local politics to respond to national

•

Networks and contact important

•

Group “modernisasi”
o

•

Ambo Djalal (to US) started

Leaders get into place because of KKN – who they know
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•

Connections are important
o

•

Can support networks or create them?

Every network is important – exponentially work out to open more doors
o

10 private, 10 NGO, 10 government à methodology new idea to build
Indonesia in unity and diversity to get communities active
United in Diversity Foundation

•

Suraya Institution – builds curriculum to build future leaders

•

Taruna Nusantara SMA School (boarding) to identify and train future leaders

•

Sampoerna Academy has it too – 4 model schools with government partnerships
merit based in Palembang, Malang, Bali, Bogor (Exxon-private)

•

o

Support schools build and train then leave to GOI to continue

o

Guaranteed higher education paid for it join cooperative

Sampoerna – social business model
o

Fee paying students mixed in not just scholarships

•

Sampoerna adds international Oxford education curriculum

•

Are the kids of current leaders – the leaders we want?
o

•

Probably not except business leaders

Critical thinking is key to being a leader
o

Introspective thought

o

What can I offer a team

•

Leadership camp at junior/senior high school could be good

•

Kids don’t learn to write in school

•

o

Don’t do research or have knowledge how to create

o

Cannot write simple name even

Teachers don’t know what to look for or teach
o

•

Sampoerna has educational movement to lift up teaching

Rotary leadership program
o

Small

o

Also 1 year exchange program

•

Lions clubs – small

•

AFS (strong network because so competitive) and YES program
o

Long application process raise the bar
à … makes them interested in connecting

•

Leadership could be opportunistic
o

Could harness energy?

o

What are the tipping points here? Are they here now?

o

Should we follow “trends”

•

More youth to network – to move forward an issue but no clear burning issue

•

Not revolution but an evolution
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•

Economy is so good – so much/no need for real change inertia

•

Business and entrepreneurship is useful
o

Lots of economic opportunity

o

Social entrepreneurship à need catalytic

•

Ashoka Foundation/fellow here/based in NYC

•

Increasing scale and adapt to local culture

•

Needs to support youth to be leaders in future
o Education/entrepreneurship/in anything we do

•

Not just replicate but adopt programs

•

Creating job creators not just jobs

•

One-to-one programs but could scale up to many-to-many – very difficult

•

Teachers need to be leaders to be able to build leaders
o

Not just a job but want to do that

Check it out!
www.indonesianfutureleaders.org
Twitter:
@imanusman
@Alandakariz
@pengajarmuda
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TOPIC 47: How to translate and implement USAID forward
agenda in the new strategy? IPR I and II

CONVENER:
Rasika Padmaperuma,
Nick Kaufman, Ferdi
Hasnovi

BREAK OUT:
F 10.30 – 12.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Amanda – EDU USAID, Bettie – FM USAID, Yuanita Fauzia – DG
USAID, Jalu Cahyanto – USAID, Chira Aryndrani – USAID, Yulian
Christanti – USAID, Dedy Setiawan – USAID, Nick Kaufman – USAID,
Julianty Manery, Yoke Sudarbo, Angeline, Firman Aji, Raya
Soendjoto, Dias Januarti, Tetty, Jenni, Fiany Chudri – USAID,
Christine Manik - USAID

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
How
•

Be selective in choosing direct GOI counterpart

•

USAID has limited leverage in pushing for stronger PFM systems

•

Make PFM improvements part of larger programs

•

Change the approach to “Communication and Collaboration”

•

AA’s with individual ministries??

•

Mutual transparency

•

Re-think the way we apply PFMRAF in Indonesia
o

Improved PFM becomes a project component, not a project pre-requisite

•

Build on work of other donors visions PFM

•

More active participation in multi-donor trust funds

•

Create new sector-specific multi-donor trust funds

•

Design PFM-focused programs
o

•

•

Use USAID’s DG expertise

Design programs to assist GOI in developing + implementing PFM agenda
o

Line ministries

o

Sub-national levels of government

More active role for OFM in designing projects with PFM components!
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TOPIC 48: Graduation of USAID – What does it take to get
there?
CONVENER:
Rachel Cintron

BREAK OUT:
D 10.30-12.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Kai Spratt, Nuning Akhmadi, Sharon N, Jeremiah C, Dondy Sentya,
Ratna Kurniawati, Sheila Roquitte, Harlan Hale, David Hess, Luthfi
Ashari, Elisa Walton, Mark W.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

“Graduation” from development assistance may mean – in Indonesia – an evolution
of the partnership

•

Missions have a role to determine what indicators or events trigger “graduation”

•

What are the criteria, sectorally (?) and generally

•

Question the “so what?” impact of programs/sectors. What’s the impact?

•

Geographic focus (e.g graduated from “tsunami-related assistance”

•

Needs financial stability, rule of law, HDI (Human Development Indicator Index)

•

Decentralized look at progress-need to work with Bappenas on where provinces are

•

Metric: MDG score card?

•

When does USAID not have influence anymore

•

Some issues are of regional/global importance (e.g environment, infectious disease)

•

Augment role within regional development organizations (e.g ASEAN)

•

How much is graduation related to indicators vs politics

•

What makes USAID relevant? Compelling?
o

Strategy needs to make the case of why we need to be here

•

USAID program s need to be about sustainable results and influence – not just
projects, pilots, short-term TA

•

Remember: Indonesia is a country in transition. Decentralization: < 15 years.
Democracy – 1998... still infant. To be stable, growing country needs more time

•

Look at various trajectories where this could go? Identify triggers

•

Good governance (but how do you measure this?)

•

Are social services reaching the population? quality of services also implement and
access, affordability

•

Better regulations/policies and implementation

•

Social protection

•

Capacity building
o

How does government incentivize? How to engage GOI (decentralized?) in
development

•

Bureaucratic reform to help GOI perform better

•

Support positive directions of GOI -à but can also influence and advocate

•

USAID has role in improving implementation of decentralization

•

Limit scope to strategic areas of influence?
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•

Building the capacity for capacity building – institutionalizing this ability

•

USAID should be strategic in developing its PPP – more interests engaged = better
advocacy, more relevance

•

Build USAID programs that align with existing GOI (or CSO) goals

•

Set a time frame à goal for graduation?

•

We should put a goal for graduation in the CDCS
o Mutually developed conditions

•

Indonesia will/should take on an increasing donor role

•

US ßà GOI collaboration becomes more relevant when looking to graduation
criteria à transitions
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TOPIC 49: Vocational and workforce development, Public
private partnerships involving USAID, industry and higher
education institutions

BREAK OUT:
K 9:00-10:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Brook Ross—
Indonesia Education
Partnerships (IEP),
Peter Meyer—Chartis
AMCHAN Indonesia

Jay Cody (USAID), Agung Wicaksono (UKP4), Kishori Kedlaya
(USAID), Celly Catharina (USAID), Ester Manurung (USAID), Jeff
Glick (PACOM HA Planner), Mark Winkel (AMCHAM), Muñoz
(Canecio), Harlan Hahe, Cecilia Sam, Eka Wijayanti (Sinar Mas), W.
Yudhi

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Prior program: “Magang”
With Trisakti for 60 students placed into apprenticeships within S1 into insurance
industry needing a trained workforce
à Impact to industry in need, and expanding economy and employment
- Public-private partnership between industry, universities, and government
- Workforce training for marketable skills
o Quantity and quality of graduates is insufficient for many industry needs
o Can industry requirements influence curriculum?

Challenges
• Local workforce only has skills for lowest level job needs
• Lack of many job-focused programs in local universities
o Interest by USAID in 2-year non-academic vocational training
o Example: Aceh polytechnic placed 75% of students in public-private partnership
• Linkage with session topic on unemployed youth
o Example: BMPB (National Disaster Agency) has major skills development needs
• Need to develop local workforce rather than always hire from outside
• Retention of trained workforce a challenge in some industries (example: oil & gas)
o Role of Indonesian government in certifications
•
•

•

•
•

Both specific skills and general administrative skills are needed.
Key question: what can USAID’s role be?
- Content areas
- Matching to industry and government needs
- Long term benefit
- Cost sharing with industry and education partners?
Practical and theoretical training needs performance monitoring
Community college establishment in all kabupaten
- Intended to help fuel national economy
- How can thins meet needs and potential of each kabupaten
à USAID’s role can be at national and province level
Linking U.S. training resources with Indonesian industry assessments required to
ensure relevance
- Broader risk to society if youth not connected to skills training and development
USAID’s role to be “Go-Between” AmCham and government to prioritize skills
development relevant to industry
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

AmCham membership can answer USAID’s data questions and partner on
assessments
Industry need is collaborative (not combative)
Engagement with NGOs, supported by government and USAID (example:
sustainability certifications)
- Mutual recognition of standards between industry and other stakeholders
- Problem: many competing standards
- USAID role could help to agree which standards to be used
à Education institutions need to know which standards to train to and certify
graduates (USAID role to communicate industry needs and standards to
education institutions
Public sector and public administration training needed within strategy (example:
BMPB disaster trainings) at industry standards for quality control (need to ensure
certifications have real meaning)
Need to include local appropriate skills training incorporating local knowledge ad
priorities
U.S. universities can partner with Indonesian universities and community colleges to
build capacity for local delivery of training that meets industry and local needs
Challenge: U.S. community college degrees are not recognized in Indonesia, and
credit not transferrable toward S1 degree
Research collaborations and support with help focus workforce development
Entrepreneurship is needed as well
What structures need to be created, what standards should be recognized, and what
roadmap is needed?
o Mechanism for linking partners and needs (U.S. universities, Indonesian
universities, AmCham, industry, government, NGOs)
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TOPIC 50: Food Security to Broaden the Debate.

CONVENER:
Peter Guest (WFP)

BREAK OUT:
H (11.30 – 13.00)

PARTICIPANTS:
Vonny (USAID/DFM), Mata Hardjoko (Save the Children), Maggy H.,
Yusak Oppusungu (USAID), Eric Brum (FAO) and Peter Guest (WFP).

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Food availibility

-

Food access

-

Food utilization

-

Facilitate the program implementation at national-local experience or role.

-

Challenges to work with GOI at different levels: national, province, district.

-

Having a program that supports GOI’s priorities/program will make an
implementation at different levels easier.

-

Bappenas has food/nutrition action plan, movement in the food security utilization
program.

-

Policy level, capacity development of food security are the focuses of WFP’s current work.

-

DRR programs that are identified by populating is food security.

-

USAID should work on food security because:
• It’s a key element to disaster preparedness and community risilience.

-

Food security: availibility, access, utilization (the 4th possibility: sustainibility).

-

Market system in Indonesia is also a challenge in Indonesia.
• Middlemen, credit to do agriculture/food selling/prodnet/taxing.
• Import product vs local product price.

-

USAID should choose where to focus at local/national to have better impact.

-

With 87 million people are vulnarable to the food insecurity in Indonesia, USAID
should also look at broad food security programming possibility.

-

Donors need to coordinate when develop programs, also with others stake-holders
[mapping, identifying gaps].
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TOPIC 51: Appropriate Natural Resources Management
CONVENER:
Tony Djogo, Celly
Cathanina, Iwan

BREAK OUT:
G 10.30 – 12.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Adam Jung, John Hansen, Ben Wohlauer, Tony Djogo, Iwan,
Dina Ernawati, Ashley Netherton, Celly Cathanina, Aditya
Utama, Jeremiah Corew

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
What can USAID do over 5 years?
1. Promote endangered species conservation within “viable” economic system
o

Ecotourism, revenue generation

o

Interplay between conservation set asides and production forests

o

Expose inappropriate behavior

o

Facilitating indigenous people’s rights

o

Partnerships with private sector

2. Assist GOI with implement appropriate policy and law
o

Work with existing enforcement

o

Improve laws and policies (streamline rationalize) to achieve

o

Assist governance units in strategies development

Achieving what??
•

•

Sustainable Economic Development
o

Protect key species/habitats

o

Maximum profits from resource use

o

Intensive vs. extensive

Better Legal Structure
o

•

Improve Planning
o

•

Deconflict, coordinate, better laws
MPPPKI : strategic planning, mapping, harmonize with all levels of
government and resources available

Prioritize

USG earmarks
Biodiversity, sustainable landscapes, climate change adaptation, clean/sustainable energy
What are the underlying issues?
•

Enforcement – local national, cross border, revenue, tax systems

•

Scale of goals/priorities

•

Capacity of government to manage its goals/commitments
o

Community based enforcement

•

Education/awareness of environment value

•

Incentivize proper use/management

•

Land tenure/ownership vs. the commons
o

Comm. manage reforesting plots to regenerate

Success Stories (Catalogue, Replicate, Expand)
•

North Sumatra forest management

•

Project aware – PADI

•

Traditional systems – Palema Laut

•

Jambi forest

§

Promote conservation of local genetic biodiversity and link to economic
opportunities (Processing Boats $ 2M/year lobs each)

§

Optimize U.S. scientific prowess to define national priorities and be accepted
through international peer review

Private Sector Role?
§

§

§

Get the consumers involved
o

Make them care

o

Generate/guide demand

o

Standards for local market not just international

o

Celebrity, publicity

Private sector involvement
o

Partnership must be linked to strategies

o

Certifications. Fair Trade fishing standards, rainforest + alliance cent. Foods

o

Promote and prioritize companies seeking environment ceit.

o

DCAs, promote landing

Enforcement
o

International criminal syndicats
§

Education/awareness

§

Like no exit/MTV

§

Cap. build for law

§

Value chains

§

Public awareness

§

Private sector

§

Technology – monitoring

§

Shift priorities
o

Aquaculture, mariculture

o

Plantation agnoforestry

o

Resource/earmark dependent
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o

Sustainable lumber/ceit. wood processing

§

Integrate programs with donors and IFIs

§

Hold Indonesia’s feet to the fire

§

Conditional aid
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TOPIC 52: Reducing Inequities – Issues, Role of External
Assistance Agencies; and USAID Strategic
Choices/Implications

BREAK OUT:
A 11.30-13.00

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Massee Bateman

Jeff Muschell (USAID), Brandon Fenley, John Thurow, Eric
Davis, Ellsa Adelman, Giulia Baldi, Mary L, Janice L, Christopher
Ta, Naqwa Kamal

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•

Issues
1. Burden of disease, for example, is highly concentrated in poor, underserved,
and marginalized populations
2. The most efficient program approach to reduce burden of disease is to
reduce inequity through equity-focused health intervention (there is
literature on this)
3. In Indonesia, there is a popular misconception that “Inequity =
remote/rural/eastern” only
4. The urban poor, currently 1/3 of Indonesia’s poorest, are typically
“invisible” in these discussions
5. Tremendous inequities exist in Java (what % of Indonesians poor – 40%)
6. What is the trend à urbanization of poverty (over)
7. To what extent do inequities exist in the same population for all sectors? All
related to poverty?
8. What is the GOI doing?
• Social Insurance (Health – huge initiative)
• Historically – strengthened village health service (Posyandu, village
mid-wives)
• PNPM block grants for infrastructures
• Perhaps many others...

Ø Role of External Assistance Agencies
1. Informational and Analytic Role – “Strategic Information”
§

Descriptive (e.g mapping inequities, not only poverty)

§

Advocacy

§

Program-level analyses to support decisions (e.g. costing of TB
services)

§

Support improved efficiency of targeting (e.g. social safety net)

§

Etc

2. Test innovations to better address inequity (e.g. program strategy)
3. Support creation of “demand for quality”
§

E.g. civil society activities

§

May evolve, e.g. in health from access to quality of services
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4. Support an enabling policy environment
5. Include “equity analysis” in all program design, monitoring and evaluations
6. Is there any role in the fuel subsidy controversy?
§

Subsidies will be a constraint to any major budget action

Ø Strategic Choices/Implications
1. Include equity analysis/concerns in
§

Program design

§

Monitoring

§

Evaluation
(gender analysis was discussed and was felt not to be a good model
for an analysis that will have impact on program decision)

2. Support “strategic information” for equity concerns (see above) (and assure
effective public dissemination)
3. Support CSO’s to create demand (HIV example provided)
4. Be very clear in the strategy about the priority of equity concerns/approach
AND
5. What are the implications about geographic focus?
6. Identify equity issues that align with GOI priorities (many) and where equity
focus may come into conflict with policy or practice (HIV example, some tariffs)
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TOPIC 53: Infant and Young Child Feeding

CONVENER:
Farahdibha
(INDONESIA
BREASTFEEDING
MOTHER
ASSOCIATION)

BREAK OUT:
11.30 – 13.00

PARTICIPANTS:
Farahdibha (INDONESIA BREASTFEEDING MOTHER
ASSOCIATION/ASOSIASI Ibu Menyusui Indonesia)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
- The governement law (on exclusive breastfeeding PP. 33/2012) is socialized,
implemented and evaluated nationally.
-

Referring to the Code of Breastmilk Substitute Marketing therefore, Formula
Company obey the code which includes sanctions such as: Ministry of Man Power,
Ministry Woman Empowerment and Child Protection, Ministry of Human Rights,
Ministry of Religion, Ministry of Industry, etc.

-

Build larger support for breastfeeding-dyad from:
Ø Family and social network,
Ø Health care (management/system, health providers),
Ø Government/legislation,
Ø Workplace and employment,
Ø Response to crisis or emergency,
Ø Involving as much as government sectors to this issue, not only MOH
(Ministry of Health).

-

No more “Breastfeeding for 0-6 months”, prefer “Golden Standard for Infant and
Young Children Feeding” which includes:
1. Early initiation of breastfeeding.
2. Breastfeeding exclusive from 0-6 months.
3. Start solid/complementary-feeding.
4. Continue to breastfeed up to 2 years and beyond.
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TOPIC 54: Protection of migrant workers and productive
use of remittances
CONVENER:
Angela Staiger

BREAK OUT:
Contemplation

PARTICIPANTS:

Summary of issues:
§

Indonesia formally deploys the second highest number of migrant workers annually
among ASEAN members

§

GOI estimates that minimum 4.3 millions Indonesian migrants working overseas

§

Female migrant workers constitute more than 80%

§

Structural exploitation of migrant workers deployed abroad

§

70-80% employed in informal sector

§

High prevalence of trafficking in persons (TP) through labour migration channels

§

Poverty and unemployment are the two key driving factors of unskilled labour
migration (of women)

§

Trafficking in persons constitutes a gross human rights violations

§

Indonesian labour migrants who work in the informal sector are at risk of being
trafficked while at the same time migrant workers remit 6.8 billion US$.

Proposed action:
§

Improved Indonesia labours migration management through research, policy,
dialogue, awareness raising a safe migration and the risk of trafficking in persons
and financial literacy

§

Strengthen legal framework (civil-state-dialogue)

§

Monitoring of recruitment market

§

Improve GOIs labour market research capacity

§

Strengthen criminal justice response to trafficking in persons

§

Promote efficient channels for remittances and instruments that encourage
migrants to sace and invest in productive use of remittances (contributions targeted
toward health, education, etc)

§

Establish and strengthen social protection system

§

Support formulation of coherent policy that links labour migration with national
development strategy
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TOPIC 55: Effectiveness of USAID Country Development
Cooperation Strategy Prep

BREAK OUT:
A 13.00-14.30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Tri

Dias Januarti, Roma Manurung (USAID), Edi Setianto, Bambang
Heryanto, Irma Setiono (WB), Anita (USAID), Retno Setianingsih
(USAID), Eva (USAID), Ria (USAID), Tetty (USAID), Rebecca Ratna
Kurniawati (ex USAID), Jenni (USAID), Sapto Sakti (Sinar Mas
Forestry), Rudy Sukanto (Tiri Integration Action), Jipy Priscilia,
Mildred (USAID), Firman Aji

DISCUSSION NOTES:
Issues
•

Who are the cooperative partners in Indonesia, and whether they are engaged in the
process

•

What will be the next phase, in terms of USAID’s overall agenda, as well as sector
priorities

•

Private sector invitees expect to have clear ideas on how their corporate social
responsibilities be designed at the site level, at integrated fashion (multi-sectors)

•

Invitees express concerns that the participants come mainly from inside USAID,
while they expect a networking opportunity

•

Agenda is flowing without any clear targeted outcomes from the process

Observation
•

Open space process is needed for internal USAID first (outsider comment)

•

This process is considered advanced technology, needs socialization first

•

Timing is not right: Oct-Des is budget preparation meeting for Government of
Indonesia

•

Open space process is not suitable for public consultation

•

Only list of invitees be consulted with relevant Indonesian staff at technical offices;
but no content, process or others

•

The process lacks of the presence of the right person from USAID stakeholders

•

Lots of good issues raised, but not discussed at length (limited time) and most of the
time spent by USAID personnel

•

Discussion tends to focus only on USAID sectorial programs, while invitees expect to
learn from the process

•

Discussion tends to follow what USAID defines, for instance ‘urban’ definition is
strictly from American perspective without opening up to Indonesia’s context to
ground truth the proposed approached/activity

•

If the result from this open space becomes the strategy à lots of gaps, not valid
data, flawed process

•

Generalized the problems during the discussion, such as
o

See this as Asia’s common problem; meanwhile Indonesia has many regions
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that are unique and needs tailor-made approach
o

See gender only about inequality while there is willingness/cultural aspects

o

Open space process could be better with data presentation, as the process
proves that whoever vocal can get the spot. The two day time commitment is
hard for most of high-level officials from GOI, private sector, or other
organization.

Recommendation
•

The result from open space – CDCS needs to be validated with sectoral consultations
with the right stakeholders for CDCS, cross-checked with government’s plan

•

The consultation should also include associations, not only companies to agree on
process to involve stakeholders

•

Next is to manage invitees expectation after the open space, to sustain the good
relationship

•

USAID CDCS process needs to be based on what the GOI/sectorial/local entities
needs, note: donor funds is so tiny compared to GOI budget

•

There are already GoI development plan for any sector, that can be used as
references for discussions

•

There are also private sectors plan to contribute

•

There ale also local institutions plan to contribute

Positive that we get from the process
•

Networking with USAID (from invitees)

•

Openness in the open space

•

Opportunities to think out of the box

•

Reunion, seeking for collaboration

•

Lesson learned from the process for improvement in the next step: meeting for
partners, region-based process

•

For USAID staff, know more of overall USAID programs.
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TOPIC 56: Basic Education

CONVENER:
Shannon Stone and
Margaret S.

BREAK OUT:
14.00 – 15.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Noel Schroeder (Peacecorps), Hanif Saleh, Srisetiowati Seiful (Surya
Institute), Nuning Akhmad (SMERU Reasearch Inst.), Mimy Santika
(USAID), Vonny (USAID), Ester Manurung, Katty Tin, Mara Hardjoko
(Save the Children), John Hanson and Zack Peterson.

DISCUSSION NOTES:
-

Have we identified parameters?
Ø What is Basic Education? ECD Grades 1-9; 1-12.
Ø Public or private.
Ø Regions.

-

Addressing disparities in areaa with lower access.

-

Teacher deployment, student enrolment.

-

Out of school “youth” or primary school age students.

-

Remoting learning.

-

Appropriate data for decision making/prioritizing.

-

Effective donor organization.

-

31 million primary school students
44 million
students (target population)

-

13 million JSS

-

±2,5 million teachers à 65% uncertified.

Support Indonesia Reach Development Goals:
-

Higher return on “investment” at ECD level, however resources are low.

-

Complex teacher recruitment, currently not linked to civil service.

-

Most budget fundings cover salaries. More should be allocated for teaching and
learning/other resources.

-

Improved management of funds at school level.

-

School is “technically” free of charge, but other fees/costs are present.

-

Quality of teacher training and required follow-up.

-

Integration of teacher professional development, along with incentives.

-

Evaluation of teacher performance.

-

Skills of school managers.

-

Guidance on implemental of regulations at district-level.

-

Encourage students to access career options generated by education. How
canteachers address this.

-

Develop curricula which encourage student learning.
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-

Students testing which create data information on performance and potential.

-

Return English and science to the national curricula; selection of key subjects.

-

Making mathematics and science more interesting for students.

-

Expanding active learning practices; paradigm shift in teaching.

-

Pre-service teacher training; very theoritical.

-

Need more involvement from parents and local community.

-

Creation of centers of exellence.

-

Options for further skills developmen for students (vocational, higher education).

-

Other critical skills needed à character building, critical thinking.

-

Benefits of scientific learning à analytical skills development.

-

Guidance to teachers on how to integrate subjects and deliver lessons; make
learning “fun”.

-

Teacher exchanges, model schools à how do we ensure dissemination of best
practices.
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TOPIC 57: Indeed what would USAID need to do to itself to
become the best, most efficient partner available to
Indonesian institutions working development issues?

BREAK OUT:
B 11:30-1:00

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Dave Heesen

Eva (USAID), Hanif Saleh, Hundarti, Roma Manurung, Irene
Herawati, Anna Juliastuti, Ester Manurung, Trigeany L. Dini Hariyati,
Patrick Wilson, Monty Mahendra, Rebecca R, Amelia (USAID),
Margaret Sancho, Ikke Tristianti, Marsa Widiastuti, Mispan Indarjo,
Tom Akedo, Henny AD, Artha Camellia, Angeline (AID), Chira(AID),
Candy (USAID), Michael (USAID), Mimy (USAID), Ria (AID), Anita H
(USAID), Fenny (USAID), Bambang Heryanto (USAID), Noel
Schroeder (Peace corps), Desmoon KR (World Vision Indonesia),
Kemal Soeriawidjaja (CEPMI), Budi Harnanti (National Aids
Commission/NAC)

DISCUSSION NOTES:
STRATEGY
Positioning
•

Counter value

•

Use info to go after illegal activities

•

Collaborating with other donor

•

Partnership with donors to leverage funds

•

Comprehensive joint planning with host government (including budget) in each
needed levels (national & sub-national)

•

Working through the government system results in increased ownership,
leadership, capacity of the system

•

Stress continuity beyond 5 years

•

Work in organization al development as something we do in every program

•

Plan a 15-year strategy with a 5-year program

•

Focus in capacity on the local level (kabupaten, kecamatan, desa). It will take 10-15
years. Start now.

•

Type of the projects determine the “length” of supports needed: e.g. long-term
support needed for nurturing & scaling up successfully

•

Use “convening power” to pull together/engage folks across ministries, across nonprofits/for profits

•

With G2O status—how has our role changed? How do we reposition ourselves? Start
with survey work to determine how we are perceived.

•

FSN employees are the key to the new relationship based upon mutuality, equality,
respect and continuity

•

Ensure kabupaten-level plans: projects are linked or congruent with central
government regulations and expectations.

•

Consider “Indonesian Partnership Fund” which is an example of how to integrate
joint donor work, not theoretical, very practical!
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SYSTEMS
•

Work with other donors. Indo institutions to identify best performing local
institutions (‘academy awards’ a joint effort to increase the number of quality
groups)

•

How can we share lessons learned more effectively, factor them into our current
operations

•

Identify and regularly cultivate our contacts—work on the relationships. Develop
system (i.e. software) to continuously track contacts and relationships with
Indonesian institutions and convene regular meetings/consultations to continue
and grow relationship

•

people want to see more “USAID faces”, not always those of our implementation
partners prioritize the need for USAID staff to directly represent our programs in
the field.

•

Do away with the FSN label

•

Deal with the competitive salary issue to retain talent any new strategy will require

•

Better move genuine consultations with GOI and Indonesia reprogram content,
someone not just imposing something from the U.S.
STYLE

•

Improve communication info sharing

•

Swipe AusAID’s website

•

Find a way to communicate challenges, issues, lessons learned with GOI officials

•

Be less prescriptive. Stop just imposing our own program visions. (e.g. less RFPs,
more APSs)

•

Be more conscious of ‘tone’; key to realizing more equal, productive, effective
relationship.
ISSUES

•

USAID has been working in Indonesia for 60 years, should be able to think more
innovatively in doing things if we would like to CHANGE.

•

Procurement reform

•

Simplify processes for local organizations in doing business with USAID

•

Need to understand how we, as individuals, are perceived by folks — is there a
difference between individuals from USAID missions, grantees/cooperativeagreements contractors? How do we clarify (or consolidate) our roles?

•

Need some research/a survey. How are we perceived? A branch of the USG? An
organization here to work with Indonesian institutions.

•

How do we within USAID portray or role, our function? Do we have a consistent
message? Is it portrayed in our strategy?
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TOPIC 58: 5-Year vs. 10-Year Strategy and Programs

BREAK OUT:
C 1:00-2:30

CONVENER:

PARTICIPANTS:

Blair King

Tony Djogo (USAID), Jay Cody (USAID), monty Mahendrea, Miranda
Jolicouer (USAID), Matthew Fisher-Gormley, Candy

DISCUSSION NOTES:
•
•
•
•

•

From development perspective, 5 years is too short
But the longest strategy/program is, the more flexible it needs to be (greater
uncertainties in out-years)
Longer strategy gives the mission the option to design longer programs
10-year strategy: “transformation strategy” based on assumption of mission closure
in 10 years?
o Could include a more detail 5-year strategy with a second, less detailed 5
years.
o Both designed on assumption of exit in 10 years, what should we be doing
now to prepare for that exit?
Exit strategy sends clear signals of USAID’s intentions to GOI, CSOs, private sector,
etc.
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TOPIC 59: If USAID should be selective and focus, what it
should focus on? Focus on one thing? Starting soon…

CONVENER:
Jeremiah C.

BREAK OUT:
D (14.00 – 15.30)

PARTICIPANTS:
Jeremiah C., Sharon N., Sheilla R., Christophta, Yoke S., Derrick B.,
Maggy H., Brian Dusza, Christian, Fauzia Yuanita, Jenni Tobing
(USAID), Fenny C. (USAID), Yusak O. (USAID), Kai S.
(USAID),Patrick M.C. (Prisma), Celly C. (USAID), Olivia A., Jona H.,
Janice L., Elisa Walton, David Hess, Luthfi A. dan Sinta Kaniawati
(Unilever).

DISCUSSION NOTES:
- Good idea in theory.
-

Not a blank sheet of paper.

-

Donor landscape –where are other donors working?
è argumment to leave
è argument to complement their efforts

-

GOI plans?
e.g.disaster à we use GOI plan.

-

What are USAID comp. advantages (sectorally)?
è Education
è Some parts of environment
è Relationship with MOH

-

USG à GOI interests coincide = where we work.
e.g. – climate change
(Indonesia – global impact)

-

Comprehensive partnership.
è Democracy (bureaucratic reform)
è Education
è Climate change
è Peace and security (beyond USAID?)
è Open markets

-

What about health?

-

What can we materially affect?

-

What’s our compa. adv. among these?

-

Comprehensive framework.
Weaknesses: What if president and priorities change?

-

BAPENAS agreements.
è Civil education ß this one has had some impact.

-

Women in parliament.
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-

Bureaucratic reform (most active).
- study tour
- regular mtgs.
- cross – cutting ministries

-

USAID budget is v. small compared to GOI budget...does USAID/USG interest matter?
è However, many common interests.

-

Priorities GOI?
a. Decentralization

-

Public service delivery (20% of budget) à but specialized.

-

Local public social delivery ..
è Helping the GOI develop the policies
è capacity at local level
è good governance or transparency or participation

-

Bureaucratic reform.
Indonesia can learn so much from U.S. experience.

How do we complement M.C.C.?
-

Is it time for us to get out of business of service delivery?
Rubber hits road local government.

-

How do we help local government build their own capacity?

-

Regarding what GOI priorities, we could look at MCC.
è Proposals through board.

-

Geographic focus/sectoral focus?
Both.

-

MPEI3 Plan
Ø Infrastructure
Ø E. Indonesia
Ø Education

-

BAPENAS plan-

-

Within health? à Decentraization, a high priority.

-

Is capacity building sustainable?
How about systems focus?

-

Decentralization?
a. We need to focus on district.
b. Advocacy at national level.
c. Decentralization runs through multiple sectors.

-

So, a proposal to focus....
è But how far woould our budget get us?
è We would need to focus on less than 500 L.G.’s.
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è Decentralization à not just a DG issue. It’s everyone’s issue.
è L.G is important for district risk reduction too.
-

-

Key Q:
•

How do we systematically engage GOI to get their priorities.

•

We need to decide on Monday, 11/5.

Formal mechanism to ask them:

• What are their top 10 priorities.
But how do we ask?
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TOPIC 60: Why is USAID in economic growth when the
Indonesian economy is booming?
CONVENER:
John Thurow

BREAK OUT:
A 13.00 – 14.30

PARTICIPANTS:
Marika Olsons, Michael Nehrbass, Mary Linehan, Irene Herawati,
Anna Juliastuti, Tim Buchrer, Ben Wholauer, Jeff Muscheri, Dedy
Setiawan, Chira Aryndrani, Brandon Fenley

DISCUSSIONS NOTES:
Strategic Country We Have to Question
-

Commercial, investment

Why not?
1. Budget
2. Not obviously tied to us business growth (policy work does support)
Focus on the way economy is “booming”
-

Inclusive growth

-

87 millions food insecure

-

Stunting number 3

-

Economy is growing but has long way to go

-

Sector-specific foci: sectors that employ the poor aren’t the ones that are growing

-

Youth unemployment/underutilization

Measures
-

WB $2/day, not GOI 85¢

-

Formal vs. informal

-

USAID doing growth diagnostic now

Foci
-

Stepped to services sector without manufacturing

-

Ag not growing

If We Stay, Where Do We Focus?
-

Where is USAID’s strategic advantage?
o

Market Linkages (AMARTA II, ICBDA) – choose your crops/areas

o

Policy support/development [now]

o

o

§

Science-based analysis of current/future policies (SEADI)

§

Streaming regulatory systems (PBS) à US niche in biotech

Strengthen government systems to improve implementation/procurement
[future]
§

Procurement reform

§

Business environment – no administrative law

Have to think even longer term, more than 10 years for policy reform
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o

-

-

What about social protection/safety nets
§

DG?

§

ILO, AUSAID

How do we ensure pro-poor growth?
o

Increasing disparity rich-poor

o

What is USAID’s role power to à D

Why hasn’t manufacturing taken off here? No progress since crisis
o

Can USAID help promote? (USAID for relationships, convening power,
analysis)
[Embassy focuses as well]
§

Labor issues – hiring/firing costs, minimum wage social protection

§

Import/export policies

§

Investment rules – no more list of forbidden sectors/FDI limits

§

Services liberalization

USAID’s Role in Coordinated USG Response
-

-

Funding source?
o

Where is EG’s $ best spent?

o

$ à choose carefully à developments objectives of USG/business interests.
How to balance?

o

Problem with funding rules

Relationship with GOI
o

We have people with relationship in key ministries

o

Provide/improve goodwill/responsiveness

o

Combined people in ministries

-

Not just about US strategic interest, but is very important

-

Entrepreneurship

-

Economic/livelihood activities integrated in many programs
o

-

Environment DRR/residence

GOI has the money – need to help them spend it wisely
o

GOI wants to focus on trust fund model – hard to control/monitor

o

Undang-Undang 92 – CSR law
§

o

Bureaucratic reform plan – LAN
§

-

-

Train staff

Why don’t we help Indonesia set up it own aid program?
o

Focus on south

o

Already part of “graduating” USAID assistance

Why focus on GOI? What about civil society? Think tanks?
o

-

Work with tax office to implement and broaden scope

Scholarships for graduate training

What is the degree of public interest/demand for improvement?
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Is USAID relevant to these discussions/trajectories?

-

o

Voice of dissent vs. economic nationalism/food sovereignty

o

Sustainability

o

Facilitate collaboration

o

LCD from higher education

o

Regulatory and policy EG’s strong suit but requires policies made and
implemented
§

Takes time

§

Have to show impact

Need to find champions within governments for specific D
-

Need political will – how to make D politically palatable

-

Logic alone insufficient

-

Can’t count on just one ministry

Have to be flexible
-

Takes 1-2 years from concept to award

-

More sectors/crops – shift from coffee/cocoa to aquaculture?

-

Market linkages still important

-

Strong in Ag Biotech

If have to tightly focus – where?
1. Policy
2. Ag Biotech
3. Manufacturing/Job Creation
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APPENDIX: All Issues Posted
Here are all 120 issues that were announced and posted. Some were combined and are
embedded in the notes above. Others might not have happened as formal sessions. The
complete list is included here to more fully reflect the interests of participants.
•

Disaster Risk Reducing (DRR) as a part of development and investment increasing
disaster risks in Indonesia is a constraint to the development gains – Isnu Widjaya

•

Financial inclusion, how can we help people (poor or not) to understand their
financial rights? And access for all - Naqwa (MICRA)

•

How can we promote financial inclusion among Indonesia’s poor? – Michael
Nehrbass

•

PPP to support stunting prevention efforts - Giula Baldi

•

Despite being a G20 country, Indonesia has: the second highest of open defection,
the 4th highest of unvaccinated kids, the 5th highest of shunted kids, the 8th highest
of child death. Investment in public health must continue1 unfinished agenda?
However: non traditional support. Tech assistance/leveraging, cross cutting:
decentralization, urbanization - Robin

•

Enabling farmers to sell directly to modern supermarket not to middleman/trader
hence increasing farmer's income – Rudy, M-CRIC

•

Private participation in sustainable education - PSF

•

Capacity building of local NGOs and local government - Iwan

•

Stunting prevention and role of material nutrition - Giula Baldi

•

Evidence-based targeting, incorporating food and nutrition security to poverty Giula Baldi

•

How small-medium enterprises can grow faster in Indonesia and ICT - Dewi Motik
Pramono

•

Corruption in forestry sector - Tony

•

Public-private partnership in forest management - Iwan

•

How to decrease unemployment in terms of number and ratios within 5 years Rachmadi

•

Facilitating north/south partnerships/dialogues that leads to improved local
capacity and accelerated development. Esp. private/public partnerships - Tom,
American Red Cross

•

Youth economic opportunities for vulnerable youth - John Lundine, Save the
Children

•

Media as one of the pillars in democracy - Sandra Hamid

•

Strengthening capacity in disaster risk management at national and local levels –
Budhi Ulaen

•

Developing local government capacity to develop risk-sensitive development plans,
with specific attention for climate change – Hester, UNDP

•

Capacity building for disaster management – EW

•

Tech transfer through joint R&D centers with universities and private sector (esp.
for clean energy) - PING
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•

Energy alternative: especially for isolated area, biodiversity - Johanna (USAID)

•

How to scale up and replicate success for models in DRR? - Angela, IOM

•

How can we help reduce vulnerability of people to shocks (disasters, economics,
conflict) – promote resiliency? – Sheila, USAID

•

Indonesia is middle east for renewable-energy especially for bioenergy - Pranawa

•

Infrastructure in remote areas - Anna + Irene

•

Keeping social indicators on par with Economic development: health education,
environment - Rachel C

•

Protection of immigrant workers and productive use of remittances - Angela (IOM)

•

US-Indonesia university partnerships, how can they be leveraged to transform
Indonesia society and industry - Brook Ross

•

Poor people living in a surrounding forest areas - Tony

•

Weak law enforcement in forestry sector - Tony

•

Knowledge networks to support pluralistic Indonesia - Tim Buehres

•

Geographic focus and prioritization: do we work with absolute poor (poorest) or
poverty (most poor)? (meaning do we work for largest impact) – Nancy

•

Better human right protection - Rully L

•

Financial inclusion in Indonesia – Resya

•

Increasing ownership of host country (GOV, NEO, CSO, N COMMS) - Bambang H

•

MDG's and beyond in Indonesia - Nicky

•

How do we get the less-developed areas to get up to par in education?! –
Srisetiowati

•

Advancing program learning and evidence based decision-making in health program
- Massee Bateman

•

What are the key constraints to development and how can we adds them at the
national, regional and local levels? - Sheila USAID

•

How can we integrate environment and agriculture for both food security and
preventing further ecological degradation – Mauke

•

Issues that should be considered: E-waste management, air pollution management,
clean prod. - Anton Sri Probitantoni

•

Innovative way in promoting democratic accountability because elections alone has
not worked - Sandra Hamid

•

Is Indonesian decentralization going to the right direction? What is the weakest area
to improve? What is the effectiveness of local government is providing service
delivery - Luthfi (AID)

•

Strengthening Indonesia's CSO leadership in advancing democracy and human
rights in Asean - Yuyun Wahyuning

•

Financial Inclusion. I want all Indonesians to have access to financial services that
are suitable to them in product, place and cost. This may include use of mobile or
technology - Michael Joyce, TNP2K

•

How to improve the effectiveness of Indonesia's development process - AMRI

•

How will CSOs + NGOs evolve, what role will they play in development, how should
donors support them? - Laurel
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•

Adjusting the health care system to a decentralized environment - Millie

•

Imagine! maps.in-sdi.or.id | tanahair.indonesia.go.id: one map one database one
reference one standard, one portal for indonesiam2017?!!! - Adi, Koni

•

Partnership and closer collaboration between USAID and GOI and other
stakeholders (USAID funded graduated person who most of them are decision
makers now) – Yahja Umar

•

USAID, development and Papua?! – Zeric S., Diah C., Rachel J.

•

Develop/integrate the multiple governmental d-bases – S. Arifin

•

Competitive economy based on natural resources, increase human resources
capability through technology improvement - Onny, Ressa (Bappenas)

•

Climate change mitigation (Indonesia's role & international commitments), climate
change adaptation, economic development and environmental issues how do we
address back

•

Partnership vs. contractor – Angela, UNICEF

•

Partnership and grants for scientific research health's neglected diseases – Tania,
FKUI

•

How do we use ITC tochnology tonhelp poor peoplein remote areas?! - Kathy

•

Distance learning: use it, especially for isolated/remote area, not only limited for
local but also open to US – Johanna, USAID

•

We want to increase bargaining power of Indonesian women ! - Rizki, Becca, Anita,
Peni, Heny

•

What are three simple performance ratios that effectively captive the optimal
balances between social mission and financial sustainability - Happy Tan, Grameen
Foundation

•

How do we overcome the lack of population density and consequently chronic
under investment remote rural communities - Happy Tan, Grameen Foundation

•

Community entrepreneurship = social entrepreneurship - Maria L.W.

•

How do we address the (does Indonesia) challenge this century climate change Aurelia

•

Health literacy and woman empowerment – Suhakri, Nokia Life

•

Making KUR (government loan program) as good as it is advertised

•

Better functioning of existing (health) system - Tetty

•

Institutional base capacity building for healthier and better nutrition of Indonesian
people - Endang Achadi

•

How can we look at sustainability in a different way - Rasika

•

Concern--> Indonesia has embarked on a regressive trade policy that will negatively
impact economic, growth and food security, particularly for the poorest - John
Thurow (USAID)

•

How do wen/USAID integrate gender equality in all of our works? - Jipy & Kai Sprait

•

Improved human capacity of Indonesian young children – Ester + Agast

•

Holistic early childhood programming including child protection concepts - John
Lundine, Save the Children,
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•

Opportunities to children with disabilities for equality education? Working with
local CSO to improve access to inclusive children? Improving teach capacity to
provide quality education in a changing works? - john

•

Attend to most vulnerable children: children with disabilities, children with HIV,
children of prosecuted minority groups – Prof. Irwanto

•

Helping disabilities children in building their life - Ikke

•

Identification of children vulnerabilities as the basis of child protection – Prof.
Rantoni

•

Environmental services to address economic and social disparity and inequality –
Retno and Tri

•

Poverty: poverty reduction, pro poor policies, poverty vulnerability, poverty map,
child poverty, social protection - Nining Akhmadi, Isma Fadhio

•

Support community and youth to develop an added value products of its local
biodiversity to reduce poverty and create green jobs in s sustainable manner - Rina,
Kehati Foundation

•

Poverty reduction through job creation and economic growth - Edi

•

Poverty alleviation and creating jobs and opportunities for base of pyramid - Farid

•

Economic loss: bad management(ie resources management natural), lack of
enforcement - Celly

•

Biodiversity loss, high deforestation rate - rate

•

Newly established district and provincial regions have serious impact on forest and
natural resources - Tony

•

Conflict of power and authority between central and local government in forest
management, land use change from forest to oil palm plantation and mining - tony

•

How can USAID and other donors help the government and civil society
organizations stop illegal exploitation of natural resources and their expats to
markets that support organized criminal activity - John Hansen

•

Land tenure and property rights - natural resources management - tony

•

Corruption, infrastructure dec, environment protection - IGNESJZ

•

Family planning program, access to medical treatment and medication for poor
people i.e cancer, HIV/AIDS - lya, Mangel, Fenny, Lisa, Eka, Zizi, Tati

•

How can we re-think and broaden food security to expand beyond food production
and food availability – Peter, WFP

•

A common theme across sectors is - lack of enforcement,/implementation of (good)
policies, laws, regulations, etc. how can USAID address this? - Blair King

•

Why a 5 year strategy & programs? Why cant we think in terms of 10 year CDCS? Or
can we? - Anton Sri Probitantoni

•

How do we get kids, teachers, everyone to enjoy and have fun with math and
science? - Srisetiowati (backbone, to contribute to Indonesia's advancement)

•

Lets try not to come up with development objectives (dos) just based on one per
sector. Rather lets achieve consensus on Indonesia's greatest dec. challenges that
meets USAID's manageable interest, no matter what sector - Blair King

•

Zooneses (disease control) : capacity building, one health approach, sustainability –
Elly, FAO
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•

Better functioning of existing (health) system - Tetty

•

I’m sick of corruption – Becca, Ratna, Mary

•

How do we deal with the pervasive corruption in Indonesia? How does it affect
everything that we want to do – Jona

•

What are the breakthrough ways, that USAID can provide to promote the
accountability transparency throughout Indonesia – Jenni DK

•

How to build good governance at all aspects? – Candy

•

Measuring results of USAID assistance, aligning indicators with GOI priorities,
evaluating impact – Adam Jung

•

Reducing inequities: issues, role of ESA’s, implications for strategic choices - Massee
Bateman

•

What difference or impact can USAID make with an addition $4 million dollars for
HiV/AIDS? How important is investment/work in HIV and infectious disease –
Shannon + Irene

•

Indonesia is of global importance for disease control – Mary

•

Why many peoples “hate” Indonesian palm oil industry? – Lalang B

•

How to empower local communities outside Java to minimize the gaps between Java
vs. outside Java and cities vs. villages – Sapto Sakti, Sinar Mas Forestry

•

Collaboration and coordination at national level – Luthfi

•

If USAID should be effective and focused. What should they focus on? Focus on one
thing? – Jeremiah, USAID/W

•

Staffing as we move towards a new strategy – Derrick

•

Should USAID fund basic education in Indonesia? – Shannon

•

What does social progress look like in Indonesia – David Hess

•

Start with building from past success of USAID programs + dialogues with GOI –
Firman Aji

•

“Graduating” Indonesia –what needs to be done now to get there? – Rachell

•

Vocational training and workforce development partnerships (and higher education
placement) – Brook Ross, Peter Meyer, Eka et Ac

•

Meeting growing demand of basic services to public (food, energy, water, etc.) in 10
years ahead through accelerating infrastructure development – Retno and Tri

•

How can USAID promote incentives to encourage the public sector to work more
effectively & efficiently? – Michael Nehrbass

•

Indeed, what would USAID need to do to become the best, the most efficient partner
to Indonesian institutions working development issues - Dave Heesen

•

How (and should) USAID positively influence generational change in leadership in
Indonesia? - Nancy

•

Local solid waste management - Budhi Ulaen
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